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ABSTRACT

Early development of Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly) facilitated by the gap gene
network has been shown to be incredibly robust, and the same patterns emerge even when
the process is seriously disrupted. In this thesis we plan to investigate this robustness using
a previously developed computational framework called Dynamic Signatures Generated by
Regulatory Networks (DSGRN). The principal result of this research has been in extending
DSGRN to study how tissue-scale behavior arises from network behavior in individual cells,
such as gap gene expression along the anterior-posterior (A-P) axis of the Drosophila embryo.
Essentially, we extend DSGRN to study cellular systems where each cell contains the same
network structure but operates under a parameter regime that changes continuously from
cell to cell. We then use this extension to study the robustness of two different models of the
gap gene network by looking at the number of paths in each network that can produce the
observed gap gene expression. While we found that both networks are capable or replicating
the data, we hypothesize that one network is a better fit than the other. This is significant
in two ways; finding paths shows us that the spatial data can be replicated using a single
network with different parameters along the A-P axis, and that we may be able to use this
extension of DSGRN to rank network models.
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INTRODUCTION

Gap genes involved in driving segmentation of Drosophila melanogaster (the fruit fly)

during early development have been extensively studied. Studies using the quantitative

spatial expression patterns have shown that there can be significant variability between cells

within an embryo as well as from embryo to embryo, yet the flies develop and when hatched,

function reliably [6]. Thus, it is known that early development of Drosophila is stable or

robust against perturbation.

In this thesis we plan to investigate the robustness of early development of Drosophila

using a previously developed computational framework called Dynamic Signatures Generated

by Regulatory Networks (DSGRN) [2]. DSGRN associates a finite combinatorial object

called a parameter graph to a regulatory network, which captures the qualitative properties

of the network dynamics across global parameter space. Each node of the parameter graph

corresponds to a region of high dimensional parameter space, where the dynamics are

described by a particular state transition graph (STG) representing behavior across all of

phase space. Each STG is generated as an asynchronous update of a particular collection of

monotone Boolean functions that is compatible with the network dynamics at the associated

parameter node. The dynamics of the STG are summarized by a reachability graph of the

strongly connected components, called a Morse graph. Leaves of the Morse graph correspond

to attracting regions of the dynamics that can be associated to experimentally observable

states. Every node of the parameter graph is associated to a (not necessarily distinct) Morse

graph.

Up until now, DSGRN was a tool used for time-dependent intracellular modeling.

However, we extend DSGRN to a time- and space-dependent tissue-level modeling, which is
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a significant advancement in the utility of DSGRN. Thus, the principal goal of this research

is to extend DSGRN to study how tissue-scale behavior arises from network behavior in

individual cells. We do this by formalizing a way to discretize spatial data, which we call the

phenotype pattern. We then find a subset of the parameter graph, called the phenotype

graph, consisting only of nodes that match the phenotype pattern. Then we develop

algorithms for searching the phenotype graph for paths that match the phenotype pattern,

as well as additional graph theoretic techniques for handling several emerging computations

challenges. We believe that we can study robustness of a regulatory network by searching for

paths in the phenotype graph because we hypothesize that the spatial expression patterns

represents dynamics of a single network, but at different parameters along the spatial domain.

Therefore, we can represent the spatial expression pattern as a path in the DSGRN parameter

graph.

We then use the new tools to study two different network models of gap genes, which

we call the fully connected (Fullconn) network and the strong edges (StrongEdges) network,

by looking at the number of paths that can produce the observed dynamics in each network.

We found that both networks are capable of replicating the the discretized data. We then

hypothesis that we can score network robustness, showing that the StrongEdges network is

a better candidate to match the data than the Fullconn network. Our results in this area

are preliminary and their extension will be the focus of future work.
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BACKGROUND

Graph theory

The central idea to the methodology that we use, DSGRN, is that important features

of the dynamics of gene regulatory networks can be expressed using the language of

graph theory. This combinatorialization of the dynamics allows effective computation of

quantities that characterize dynamics, where the corresponding quantities for continuous

dynamical systems parameterized by real-valued parameters would be inaccessible due to

high dimensionality of the corresponding phase space and parameter space. Since in this

thesis we will use repeatedly the language of graph theory to describe dynamics of gene

regulatory networks, we now introduce some of the concepts we will need, starting with the

common definitions for graphs.

Definition 2.1. Let G “ pV,Eq be an ordered pair where V is a finite set of vertices, called

nodes, and

E “ ttx, yu | x P V, y P V, x ‰ yu

is a finite set of undirected edges between nodes x and y. Then G is called a undirected

graph where the order |V | is the number of nodes and the size |E| is the number of edges.

Definition 2.2. Let G “ pV,Eq be an ordered pair where V is a finite set of vertices, called

nodes, and

E “ tpx, yq | px, yq P V 2
u

is a finite set of directed edges from x (the source) to y (the target). Then G is called a

directed graph where the order |V | is the number of nodes and the size |E| is the number

of edges. Notice in this definition we are allowing for loops, (i.e., where x “ y).
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Notice the difference in notation between undirected edges, tx, yu, and directed edges,

px, yq.

Definition 2.3. A path in an undirected graph G “ pV,Eq from x P V to y P V is a

sequence of distinct edges tx, u1u, tu1, u2u, . . . , tun´1, unu, tun, yu in E from x to y. A path

in a directed graph G “ pV,Eq from x P V to y P V is a sequence of distinct, directed edges

px, u1q, pu1, u2q, . . . , pun´1, unq, pun, yq in E from x to y. We denote a directed path from x

to y by xÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ y.

Although nonstandard, we will assume for this manuscript that any path xÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ y

satisfies the condition that no node in the path is ever revisited, unless otherwise noted.

Definition 2.4. Given a directed graph G “ pV,Eq, if every pair of nodes x, y P V has a

path from x to y and from y to x following directed edges, then G is said to be strongly

connected. A strongly connected subgraph H of G is said to be maximal if there is no

subgraph H 1 in G containing H that is also strongly connected. A maximal strongly connected

subgraph is called a strongly connected component. This includes singleton vertices that

are not strongly connected to any other node. A strongly connected path component

excludes the singleton cases.

Strongly connected components are important for the graph theoretic techniques that

we develop. Strongly connected path components are important for understanding the Morse

graph of DSGRN mentioned in the Introduction, and discussed in detail in the following

section.

Definition 2.5. A graph is acyclic if it contains no directed paths from a node to itself,

including loops. The transitive reduction of an acyclic graph G “ pV,Eq is the unique

subgraph H “ pV,E 1q with the smallest subset of edges E 1 Ď E that satisfies the condition

that a path x Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ y exists in G if and only if a (possibly distinct) path x Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ y

exists in H.
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Definition 2.6. The condensation graph of a directed graph G is an acyclic graph where

each vertex represents a strongly connected component of the graph. An edge exists between

two distinct nodes in the condensation graph, say u ‰ v, whenever there is a path from one

node in the strongly connected component represented by u to a node in the strongly connected

component represented by v.

In Definition 2.19 we will discuss the analogous definition for strongly connected path

components.

One of the key outputs of DSGRN is an object called a partially ordered set, which can

be represented as an acyclic graph.

Definition 2.7. Given a set P with the binary operation ď, pP,ďq is called a partially

ordered set, or poset, if

• p ď p for all p P P (reflexivity)

• if p0 ď p1 and p1 ď p0, then p0 “ p1 (antisymmetry)

• if p0 ď p1 and p1 ď p2 then p0 ď p2 for all p0, p1, p2 P P (transitivity).

An object pP,ăq is called a strict partially ordered set if

• p ă p for all p P P (irreflexivity)

• p0 ă p1 implies p1 ă p0 for all p0 ‰ p1 P P (asymmetry)

• if p0 ă p1 and p1 ă p2 then p0 ă p2 for all p0 ‰ p1 ‰ p2 P P (transitivity).

The Hasse diagram of a poset is the transitive reduction H of the acyclic graph G “ pP,Eq

with directed edge pu, vq P E for u ‰ v if and only if u ă v.

The input to DSGRN is also a special kind of graph. The main conceptual model

of gene cell regulation in systems biology is that of a regulatory network. This structure
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expresses the molecular species that are controlled by other molecules and the type of the

directed interactions between them. The molecular species are usually proteins or mRNA

molecules.

Definition 2.8. A Regulatory Network is a directed graph, denoted RN=(V,E), where

the vertices are network nodes and the edges are interactions, annotated by Ñ or %. An

annotated edge px, yq P E, x Ñ y is denoting that x is an activator of y and x % y that x

is an inhibitor of y. The edge px, yq is annotated by either Ñ or %, but not both.

Definition 2.9. Given a regulatory network RN “ pV,Eq, a source of a node vj is some

node vi such that vi activates or inhibits vj. A target of vj is some node vn such that vj

activates or inhibits vn. The set of sources and targets of a node vj are given by

Spvjq :“ tvi | pvi, vjq P Eu and T pvjq :“ tvn | pvj, vnq P Eu.

The simplest conceptual model of the dynamics of a regulatory network is Boolean

network.

Definition 2.10. Let B :“ t0, 1u be a set of binary values. A Boolean function is a map

g : Bk Ñ B. A Boolean map gpx1, . . . , xkq is non-decreasing in variable xj if

gpx1 . . . , xj´1, 0, xj`1 . . . , xkq ď gpx1 . . . , xj´1, 1, xj`1, . . . , xkq

for any values x1, . . . , xk. The map g is non-increasing in variable xj if

gpx1 . . . , xj´1, 0, xj`1 . . . , xkq ě gpx1 . . . , xj´1, 1, xj`1, . . . , xkq.

A Boolean network model associated to RN=(V,E) is a collection f “ pf1, . . . , fNq of N :“

|V | Boolean maps fi : B|Si| Ñ B where fi is non-decreasing in xj if, and only if xj Ñ xi,
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and non-increasing in xj if, and only if xj % xi.

DSGRN

In this section, we discuss a previously developed tool called Dynamic Signatures

Generated by Regulatory Networks (DSGRN) [2] that associates a finite combinatorial object

called a parameter graph to a regulatory network, which captures the qualitative properties

of the network dynamics across global parameter space. DSGRN is a useful tool in studying

the global dynamics of a network across all its parameters. In this thesis, we will need to

fully understand this tool, thus we will go over all necessary definitions in order to describe

it.

Switching systems

We will proceed by associating to a regulatory network RN a set of differential equations

that are compatible with biological assumptions used to construct such a network.

Given a regulatory network RN “ pV,Eq, the rate at which the species concentration

of vi in a cell decays is called the decay rate and will be denoted by γi ą 0. A decay

constant is associated to every node vi in the network. Additionally, we associate a set of

non-negative parameters lji, uji and θji in R` to each edge pvi, vjq P E. Here lji and uji and

are called the lower (low) and upper (high) expression levels of the regulated node vj induced

by vi with 0 ď lji ă uji. A threshold θji ą 0 for node vi is where the expression levels of the

regulator node vi change from low to high or high to low with respect to regulatory activity

at node vj. We assume that the values of θki for any node i are distinct. In other words, if

θji “ θki then j “ k. See Figure 2.1 (a) for an example RN.

Definition 2.11. We call the collection of all parameters P̄ “ pl, u, θ, γq the parameter
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space for RN, where γ “ pγ1, . . . , γNq for a network with N nodes, and

θ “ tθji for all pvi, vjq P Eu

l “ tlji for all pvi, vjq P Eu

u “ tuji for all pvi, vjq P Eu.

The dimension of parameter space is then |V | ` 3|E|.

Given a regulatory network RN “ pV,Eq and a parameter pl, u, θ, γq, the rate of

activation and inhibition of vj is given by a vector of step functions σj : R|V | Ñ R|Spvjq|,

where

πvipσjq “: σjipvq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

lji if vi Ñ vj and vi ă θji or vi % vj and vi ą θji

uji if vi Ñ vj and vi ą θji or vi % vj and vi ă θji

(2.1)

for each vi P Spvjq.

Definition 2.12. Given a regulatory network RN “ pV,Eq of order N , a switching

system is a system of N ordinary differential equations of the form

9vj “ ´γjvj ` Λjpvq (2.2)

where γj is the decay constant and Λjpvq is a piecewise constant function

Λjpvq :“Mj ˝ σj. (2.3)

Here Mj is a multilinear function Mj : R|Spvjq| Ñ R such that

Mjpσjq “
źÿ

σji (2.4)
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and each σji appears exactly once in the expression. The map Mj is called the algebraic

expression of the node vj.

See Figure 2.1 (b) for an example. Most often, we use the following rule of thumb when

constructing the algebraic expression at a node vj: we choose to add the functions σji for all

activators vi of node vj and multiply the resulting sum by σjk over all repressors vk of vj, as

is discussed in section 2.

(a) v1

v2

θ11

θ22

θ21θ12

(b) 9v1 “ ´γ1v1 `

˜#

l12 if v2 ă θ12

u12 if v2 ą θ12

¸

`

˜#

l11 if v1 ă θ11

u11 if v1 ą θ11

¸

9v2 “ ´γ2v2 `

˜#

u21 if v1 ă θ21

l21 if v1 ą θ21

¸

¨

˜#

l22 if v2 ă θ22

u22 if v2 ą θ22

¸

Figure 2.1: (a) An example a regulatory network RN with two nodes v1 and v2, and four
edges. To each edge we associate expression levels l11 ă u11, l21 ă u21, l22 ă u22 and l12 ă u12,
as well as thresholds θ11, θ21, θ22 and θ12. (b) The set of ordinary differential equations for
RN, with an algebraic expression that adds σ12 and σ11 and multiplies σ21 and σ22.

Phase space

Next, we show that the choice of piecewise constant functions σij allows us to define a

finite decomposition of the phase space into domains, in which the dynamics of the switching

system is particularly simple. This will allow us later to assemble the information from these

domains into a state transition graph, which will describe global dynamics of a switching

system.

Definition 2.13. Given a regulatory network RN “ pV,Eq with |V | “ N and a parameter

space P̄ of RN, consider the finite collection of thresholds θ P P̄. Each vi P V has a finite

number of thresholds θj1i, θj2i, ..., θjni P θ. These thresholds divide the interval r0,8q into n`1
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intervals I. Choosing vk ‰ vi, vk also has a finite number of thresholds θ`1k, θ`2k, ..., θ`mk P θ

that together with the thresholds of vi decomposes r0,8q2 into pn ` 1qpm ` 1q rectangles.

Continuing through all nodes in RN, the thresholds in θ divide r0,8qN into a finite number

of N-dimensional rectangles called domains. Let K denote the collection of all domains

created by the collection of thresholds θ.

See Figure 2.2 (a)-(c) for an example. Note that each domain k has the form k :“

ΠN
i“1rθaii, θbiis, where the i-th projection πipkq :“ rθaii, θbiis and θaii ă θbii are consecutive

thresholds, i.e. there is no threshold θji with θaii ă θji ă θbii. Then

Πi´1
j“1rθajj, θbjjs ˆ tθaiiu ˆ ΠN

j“i`1rθajj, θbjjs

is the i-th left face of k and

Πi´1
j“1rθajj, θbjjs ˆ tθbiiu ˆ ΠN

j“i`1rθajj, θbjjs

is the i-th right face of k. Notice that a face is either a left face or a right face. A wall is

pair pτ, kq where τ is a face of the domain k.

The following definition defines a generic subset of all parameters that avoids several

degeneracies.

Definition 2.14. A parameter p P P̄ is regular if, in addition to distinct tθj,iu for every

vi, we have

1. 0 ă lji ă uji, 0 ă γi, and 0 ă θji,

2. for each domain k P K, Λipkq ‰ γiθji.

We denote the set of regular parameters by P .
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Definition 2.15. Given a regulatory network RN “ pV,Eq and collection of algebraic

expressions of Λi, i “ 1, . . . , N , let P be the associated set of regular parameters. Take

a parameter p P P.Then p uniquely determines a switching system and a set of domains

Kppq. For each domain k P Kppq, the function Λjpvq has a constant value for each v P k,

j P 1, . . . , N . Let Λpkq :“ pΛ1pkq, . . . ,ΛNpkqq denote the vector of these values. Note that

the flow in each domain k converges to an point, that can be found by

9v|k “ ´Γv ` Λpkq “ 0. (2.5)

Here Γ is a diagonal matrix, with decay rates γj as its diagonal entries. Then a target

point for k is

TP pkq “ Γ´1Λpkq. (2.6)

When TP pkq P k, we call k an attracting domain.

See Figure 2.2 for an example.

(a) v1

v2

θ21θ12

(b) 9v1 “ ´v1 `

#

l12 if v2 ă θ12

u12 if v2 ą θ12

9v2 “ ´v2 `

#

u21 if v1 ă θ21

l21 if v1 ą θ21

(c)

v1θ21

θ12

v2

k1

k2 k3

k4

(d) TP pk1q “ pl12, u21q, TP pk2q “ pu12, u21q, TP pk3q “ pu12, l21q, TP pk4q “ pl12, l21q

Figure 2.2: (a) An example of a regulatory network RN. (b) The set of ordinary differential
equations, with decay rates γ1, γ2 chosen to equal 1. (c) The thresholds θ12 and θ21 break
up phase space into four domains k1 through k4. (d) The target points for each domain ki.
The position of target points within the domains k1, . . . , k4 determines the state transition
graph; the collection of DSGRN parameters, organized in the parameter graph, are formed
by the inequalities that delineate all possible configurations of target points within the four
domains.
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Definition 2.16. Given a regulatory network RN and a choice Λ, let P be the associated

set of regular parameters. We say that RN “ pV,E,Λ,Pq is a parameterized regulatory

network.

The next definition assigns to each wall a direction, expressed as a wall label, that

indicates in which direction is the wall crossed by the solutions of the switching system.

Since the vector field of the switching system is not defined on faces of the domains, one can

only consider a closure of the solutions defined on both open domain that border a particular

wall. We avoid the intricacies of trying to define these directions using the local solutions in

each domain by defining the wall labels directly using a relative position of the target point

of a domain and the domain itself.

Definition 2.17. Let RN “ pV,E,Λ,Pq be a parameterized regulatory network and let

p P P. Let K be the set of domains created by the collection of thresholds θ in p. Given a

wall pτ, kq for k P K, we assign a wall label by

sgnpτ, kq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

1 if τ is a left face of k

´1 if τ is a right face of k.

The collection of wall labels for p is denoted Wppq. Given a wall pτ, kq such that τ is created

by the threshold θji, we can define a logic function ` : Wppq Ñ t´1, 0, 1u by

`pτ, kq :“ sgnpτ, kqsgnp 9vi|kq “ sgnpτ, kqsgnp´γiθji ` Λipkqq.

Notice that a wall is an incoming wall if `pτ, kq “ 1, an outgoing wall if `pτ, kq “ ´1,

and a tangential wall if `pτ, kq “ 0. Additionally, k can only be an attracting domain if every

wall of k is an incoming wall.

Finally, we assemble the information about the domains and wall labels into an abstract
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object, called state transition graph that captures global dynamics of a switching system at

a fixed parameter p.

Definition 2.18. Let RN “ pV,E,Λ,Pq be a parameterized regulatory network, let p P

P and consider the wall labeling ` induced by p. We define a state transition graph

STG=(V , E). Each domain k will be represented by a vertex upkq. Vertices upk1q and upk2q

will be connected by a directed edge upk1q Ñ upk2q if

1. k1 X k2 “ τ ,

2. `pτ, k1q “ ´1 and `pτ, k2q “ 1.

In addition, vertex upkq has a self-edge,if, and only if k is an attracting domain. Alterna-

tively, we can view the STG assigned to p as a multivalued map Fppq : V Ñ V . Finally, we

denote the set of all state transition graphs for RN by STG(P).

See Figure 2.3 for an example of how the piece-wise vector field of a switching system

is transformed into an STG.

(a)

v1θ21

θ12

v2

(b)

v1θ21

θ12

v2

(c)

upk1q

upk2q upk3q

upk4q
k1

k2 k3

k4

Figure 2.3: (a) A set of trajectories for some parameter p P P in the domains for RN from
the example in Figure 2.2 and (b) is a depiction of the wall labeling where an arrow pointing
away from a wall is incoming and an arrow pointing to the wall is outgoing. (c) A depiction
of the state transition graph associated to the domains and wall labeling from (b).
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Dynamics

State transition graphs are finite objects that capture global dynamics of a switching

system of differential equations and hence provide a computationally tractable means of

interrogation of such systems. Nevertheless, the state transition graph size grows rapidly

with the number of nodes in the network. Therefore, we compute a summary of recurrent

behavior of the state transition graph by considering structure of its strongly connected

components.

Definition 2.19. Let RN “ pV,E,Λ,Pq be a parameterized regulatory network, let p P P

and consider the state transition graph F(p). The Morse decomposition of F(p), denoted

as MD(F(p)), is the set of all strongly connected path components of F(p). Consider any

two strongly connected path components s1, s2 PMD(F(p)), if there is no path in STG from

s1 to s2 then we say s1 ď s2, defining a partial order pPO,ďq on MD(F(p)). The Morse

graph of F(p), denoted MG(F(p)) is the Hasse diagram of pPO,ďq, and the vertices of

MG(F(p)) are called Morse Nodes.

In order for the Morse graph to provide interpretable information, we label Morse nodes

in a way that suggest the dynamics that can be associated to it.

Definition 2.20. Let RN “ pV,E,Λ,Pq be a parameterized regulatory network, and

consider the Morse graph MG(F(p)). Each Morse node component is annotated FP(w),

FC, or XC(vi1 , ..., vin) according to the underlying strongly connected path component of the

state transition graph dynamics in the following way.

1. Suppose a strongly connected path component of a state transition graph is a single

vertex upkq such that k is the domain associated to upkq. Choose some vi and let

n “ |T pviq|. The thresholds of vi can be ordered 0 ă θa1i ă θa2i ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă θani, where

each am is some j P T pviq. The projection of the domain k onto the i-th axis is then

an interval between a pair of consecutive thresholds pθami i
, θami`1iq. There is one such
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interval for each of the N vertices in RN. So for the domain k, we can define a vector

w “ pm1,m2, . . . ,mNq, where each 0 ď mj ď |T pvjq| is the index of the left endpoint of

the j-th interval. Notice that this is the number of thresholds to the left of the domain

k in the j-th direction. The notation FP(w) is used to label a Morse node where the

corresponding strongly connected path component (and therefore the attracting region)

consists of a single domain k.

2. Suppose a strongly connected path component of a state transition graph has a path

P :“ upk1q Ñ upk2q Ñ . . . Ñ upksq Ñ upk1q. Each transition is associated with

crossing a threshold θij for some i, j. If the collection of thresholds within a path P

contains θij for every i P t1, . . . , Nu, then we label the Morse node by FC for “full

cycle”. Notice that here the nodes of the path need not be distinct.

3. If a strongly connected path component M of STG contains a path P, as described in

(2), where the collection of thresholds θij contains i P S Ĺ t1, . . . , Nu, then we label

the corresponding Morse node by XC(S), where S Ĺ V is a maximal such set across

all paths in M .

The collection of annotated Morse graphs is denoted AnnMG.

Definition 2.21. A monostable Morse Graph is a Morse graph containing a single node

with no targets. A strict monostable Morse Graph is a Morse graph containing only a

single Morse node. A monostable fixed point is the unique attracting Morse node in a

monostable Morse graph and has FP annotation. A strict monostable fixed point is the

unique Morse node in a strict monostable Morse graph and has FP annotation.

Consider a parameterized regulatory network RN “ pV,E,Λ,Pq with two nodes, v1

and v2, with activating self loops, an activating edge v2 Ñ v1, and a repressing edge v1 % v2.

Additionally, we assume that the functions σ12 and σ11 are added together and functions σ21
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(a)

v1

v2

θ11

θ22

θ21θ12

(b)
9v1 “ ´v1 `

˜#

l12 if v2 ă θ12

u12 if v2 ą θ12

¸

`

˜#

l11 if v1 ă θ11

u11 if v1 ą θ11

¸

9v2 “ ´v2 `

˜#

u21 if v1 ă θ21

l21 if v1 ą θ21

¸

¨

˜#

l22 if v2 ă θ22

u22 if v2 ą θ22

¸

(c) l11 ` l12 ă u11 ` l12, l11 ` u12 ă θ11 ă θ21 ă u11 ` u12

l22l21 ă u22l21 ă θ12 ă l22u21 ă θ22 ă u22u21

(d)

v1θ11 θ21

θ12

θ22

v2

k1

k2

k3

k6

k5

k4

k7

k8

k9

l11 ` l12
u11 ` l12
l11 ` u12 u11 ` u12

u22u21

l22u21

u22l21

l22l21

TP pk3q “ pu12 ` l11, u21u22q, TP pk4q “ pu12 ` u11, u21u22q, TP pk9q “ pu12 ` u11, l21u22q,

TP pk2q “ pu12 ` l11, u21l22q, TP pk5q “ pu12 ` u11, u21l22q, TP pk8q “ pu12 ` u11, l21l22q,

TP pk1q “ pl12 ` l11, u21l22q, TP pk6q “ pl12 ` u11, u21l22q, TP pk7q “ pl12 ` u11, l21l22q.

(e)

FCFP{0,1}

FP{0,2}

Figure 2.4: (a) The RN and the (b) associated ordinary differential equations from Figure
2.1, with decay rates γ1 “ γ2 “ 1. (c) A choice of DSGRN parameter. (d) Phase space
decomposition into the nine domains by thresholds θ11, θ12, θ22 and θ21. Each domain is
represented by a circular vertex inside the domain. Arrows are the depiction of wall labelings.
The choice of DSGRN parameter has u11 ` u22 ą θ21, which is depicted above domain k9.
The vertices and wall labelings form the state transition graph. Below the phase space
diagram is the list of target points, where colors of the TP(ki) match the color of the vertex
of the domain where that target point falls (for example, TP(k1), TP(k2) and TP(k6) all
have target points in the domain k2). (e) The Morse graph associated to the state transition
diagram (below) and the strongly connected components, or Morse nodes, associated to each
node of the Morse graph (above).
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and σ22 are multiplied together when affecting the node v1, respectively v2; see Figure 2.4

(a).

Consider a parameter p P P such that γ1 “ γ2 “ 1, and

p “tl11 ` l12 ă u11 ` l12, l11 ` u12 ă θ11 ă θ21 ă u11 ` u12,

l22l21 ă u22l21 ă θ12 ă l22u21 ă θ22 ă u22u21.u

Then, as we can see in Figure 2.4, p determines the state transition graph, as superimposed

on phase space in part (d). For example, consider the domain k1, which is the bottom left

domain in Figure 2.4(d). Any point in domain k1 is below all of the thresholds, thus the

ordinary differential equations in this domain are

9v1 “ ´γ1v1 ` pl12 ` u11q

9v2 “ ´γ2v2 ` pl22u21q

and the target point for this domain is

TP pk1q “ pl12 ` l11, l22u21q,

assuming γ1 “ γ2 “ 1 for simplicity. Notice the parameter p tells us the value l12 ` l11 is

below θ11, while l22u21 is between θ12 and θ22. Therefore the target point TP pk1q is in domain

k2, which is the domain directly above domain k1 in Figure 2.4. The arrow from domain k1

to domain k2 is depicting the corresponding wall label. Notice that every arrow from the

domains sharing a wall with k2 are going into k2, showing that k2 is an attracting domain. In

Figure 2.4, this is depicted by a red circular vertex with a self loop. Recall from Definition

2.18 that we can denote the Morse nodes associated to these circular vertices as upkiq for
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i P t1, ..., 9u. The combination of all arrows between the domains and the vertices upkiq is

the the state transition graph, and for this example can be seen in part (d) of Figure 2.4.

In this state transition graph there is a path P :“ upk6q Ñ upk5q Ñ upk8q Ñ upk7q Ñ upk6q

and this path crosses the thresholds θ12 and θ21. Since at least one threshold for each node

v1 and v2 has been crossed, then P is a full cycle by Definition 2.20. Additionally, there is a

path from upk5q Ñ upk2q that connects the full cycle to the attracting domain k2, indicating

reachability between the corresponding Morse nodes. Lastly, k3 is also an attracting domain,

so we have a Morse graph with two Morse nodes labeled FP, as well as a full cycle FC that

has a path to one of the fixed points. The strongly connected path components in the state

transition diagram, as well as the Morse graph, can be seen in Figure 2.4(e).

DSGRN parameter graph

Our final construction is the decomposition of the regular parameter space P into a finite

set of semi-algebraic sets, such that for all parameters p in one of these domains, the STG

is the same. Identifying each such domain of parameters with a node in a parameter graph

(PG), we complete the construction of PG by connecting edges to nodes that correspond to

domains that share a codimension-1 boundary in P .

Definition 2.22. Let RN “ pV,E,Λ,Pq be a parameterized regulatory network and let

p P P. Notice that by construction, the functions Λi each have a finite number of values

dependent on p that fulfill some set of inequalities wherein either Λipkq ă γiθjn,i or Λipkq ą

γiθjn,i for each i P 1, ..., |V | and for each vjn P T pviq and domain k. Notice also that p defines

an explicit threshold order θj1,i ă ... ă θj|T pviq|,i. This collection of abstract inequalities defines

a semi-algebraic region R of parameter space where every p P R induces the same set of

inequalities. We call such a collection of inequalities a DSGRN parameter, denoted D.

Definition 2.23. The set of all DSGRN parameters for some parameterized regulatory

network RN “ pV,E,Λ,Pq will be represented as the set of nodes of a connected parameter
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graph (PG), with an undirected edge between nodes if there is a single inequality change

between one of the orderings in the collection corresponding to a PG node. Each d P D

defines the location of the target points for each of the domains k P K. Thus, each PG(d) is

uniquely associated to a state transition graph and Morse graph. We will therefore assign to

d the corresponding Morse graph annotations as described in Definition 2.20.

The parameter graph is a product of graphs, one associated to each vi. The factor

graph of vi is an undirected graph that is the projection of PG onto the i-th collection of

parameter inequalities. That is, the factor graph of vi is an undirected, connected graph where

each node is associated to a choice of inequalities consistent with the algebraic expression M

tΛipkq ă γiθjn,i or Λipkq ą γiθjn,i for each i P 1, ..., |V |, vjn P T pviq, k P Ku

and θj1,i ă ... ă θj|T pviq|,i

with edges between the inequality nodes occur whenever there is a single swap in order (see

Figure 2.5).

The class of possible factor graphs is determined by the topology of network node vi and

the algebraic expression Mi. There is a unique factor graph for a node with an expression

Mi, |Spviq| in-edges, and |T pviq| out-edges, regardless of the identity of the source or target

nodes, and regardless of activation or repression on the edges [2].

An example of a parameter graph can be seen in Figure 2.5 for a two node regulatory

network such that v1 represses v2 and v2 activates v1. The node v1 has partial order of

inequalities l12 ă u12, with three ways to order θ21. Additionally, v2 has partial order of

inequalities l21 ă u21, with three ways to order θ12. Then there are nine DSGRN parameters,

which implies there are nine parameter graph nodes. Notice that there are no edges in the

nodes diagonal from each other in this figure, since there are two inequality changes over

a diagonal. We already saw this regulatory network and its system of equations in Figure
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(a) v1

v2

θ21θ12

(b) 9v1 “ ´v1 `

#

l12 if v2 ă θ12

u12 if v2 ą θ12

9v2 “ ´v2 `

#

u21 if v1 ă θ21

l21 if v1 ą θ21

(c)

k1

k2

k3

k4

(d) l12 ă u12 ă θ21,
l21 ă u21 ă θ12

l12 ă θ21 ă u12,
l21 ă u21 ă θ12

θ21 ă l12 ă u12,
l21 ă u21 ă θ12

l12 ă u12 ă θ21,
l21 ă θ12 ă u21

l12 ă θ21 ă u12,
l21 ă θ12 ă u21

θ21 ă l12 ă u12,
l21 ă θ12 ă u21

l12 ă u12 ă θ21,
θ12 ă l21 ă u21

l12 ă θ21 ă u12,
θ12 ă l21 ă u21

θ21 ă l12 ă u12,
θ12 ă l21 ă u21

FP{0,0} FP{1,0} FC FP{0,1} FP{1,1}
(e)

Figure 2.5: (a) An example of a RN and, (b) ordinary differential equations from Figure
2.2, with γ1, γ2 chosen to equal 1. (c) The state transition graph associated with FP{1,1}P
AnnMG. (d) The parameter graph where blue edges are showing a change to θ12 and red
edges are showing a change to θ21. Each row of the grid is isomorphic to the factor graph
of v1, and each column is isomorphic to the factor graph of v2. (e) The annotated Morse
graphs associated to the parameter graph in d. Notice each colored region in d is depicting
which annotated Morse graph that is associated to it. Figure adapted from [3].

2.2. Additionally, in Figure 2.3 we saw a depiction of one of the state transition graphs,

associated with FP{0,0}P AnnMG. In Figure 2.5 we see the state transition graph associated

with FP{1,1}P AnnMG.

Computational considerations

DSGRN represents parameter space by the undirected parameter graph and represents

the dynamics by the annotated Morse graph, which is a condensed version of the state

transition graph. The output of DSGRN is called the DSGRN database, which is organized
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in a SQL database. The SQL database contains each node of the parameter graph and the

annotated Morse graph that represents the dynamics. The DSGRN repository, at the time

of writing, is stored on GitHub at github.com/marciogameiro/DSGRN. The version used

for this thesis is 1.1.0 and was accessed on March 24th, 2020.

The parameter graph scales rapidly. For example, a regulatory network with two nodes

and four edges has a parameter graph with a few thousand nodes [1]. However, as we will

see later, a network with four nodes and eight edges has millions of parameter graph nodes.

Even using a depth-first algorithm to find the existence of a single path in a parameter graph

becomes a computational challenge at this size.

https://github.com/marciogameiro/DSGRN
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DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER

Early Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly) development

Early development (i.e., development of the embryo) of Drosophila has three main

stages, classified by the number of nuclear divisions called cycles: syncytial cleavage stage,

syncytial blastoderm stage, and gastrulation. During the syncytial cleavage stage, cycles one

through nine (see Figure 3.1), the Drosophila embryo undergoes nine nuclei divisions called

cleavage divisions. By cycle 10, the nuclei have transitioned into the syncytial blastoderm,

where they layer the surface of the embryo. Cell walls form between nuclei immediately

and nearly instantaneously, at the end of the syncytial blastoderm stage, cycle 14A. Cycle

14B marks the beginning of gastrulation; during this stage the cell layer at the surface of

the embryo moves and forms three germ layers, the endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm.

The ectoderm forms the exoskeleton and nervous system, the endoderm forms the intestinal

organs and the mesoderm forms the rest of the organs. During the formation of the germ

layers, the ectoderm and the mesoderm migrate to the lower side (ventral) of the embryo,

forming what is called the germ band. The germ band then undergoes germ band extension,

where it extends to the back (posterior) region of the embryo and then wraps around to

the top (dorsal) region of the embryo [4].

Anterior-posterior (A-P) patterning in Drosophila

While the germ band is extended, different segments start appearing, segmenting from

the head (anterior region) to the posterior of the embryo. After the head at the anterior,

the next three segments form the thorax and the rest form the abdomen. Each segment is

responsible for distinct portions of the adult Drosophila. Interestingly, the genes responsible

for this segmentation were found experimentally by mutating the embryo and describing
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Figure 3.1: Early development of the Drosophila embryo. (a) The numbers indicate cleavage
cycle. Figure from [5], reproduced/adapted with permission from jcs.biologists.org.

the resulting phenotypes. It was found that phenotypes typically affected the embryo either

along the dorso-ventral axis (D-V) or the antero-posterior (A-P) axis, but rarely both. In

particular, there is a class of phenotypes called gap genes that causes entire regions of the

A-P axis to be missing.

Gap Genes

The gap genes affecting the Drosophila embryo along the A-P axis are hunchback (hb),

giant (gt), Krüpple (kr) and Knirps (kni); as well as tailless (tll) and huckebein (hkb) that

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https
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specifically affect the extreme posterior (terminal) end of the embryo. However, there are

two networks (D-V and Terminal) that have a strong affect on the regulation of tll and hkb

in the anterior and posterior regions of the embryo and are not affected at all by hb, gt, Kr,

and kni. Thus, we will not focus on tll or hbk and restrict our study to exclude regions of

the A-P axis regulated by them. With this in mind, the term trunk gap genes will refer

to only the genes hb, gt, kr, and kni.

The trunk gap genes are, in part, regulated by maternal protein gradients, bicoid (bcd),

caudal (cad), nanos (nos) and maternal hb. During egg development, Bcd proteins are

concentrated at the anterior of the egg, while Cad is uniformly spread throughout the egg.

After fertilization, Bcd begins to diffuse, creating a gradient of concentration decreasing from

the anterior of the embryo to the posterior. Since Bcd represses Cad it creates a gradient

in the opposite direction i.e. decreasing from posterior to anterior. The Bcd and Cad

gradients will be referred to as the maternal gradients. Similarly, maternal Hb proteins

are uniformly spread throughout the egg and Nos proteins are concentrated at the posterior.

After fertilization, Nos diffuses creating a gradient while repressing maternal Hb creating a

gradient opposite of Nos. However, Nos has only been found to regulate maternal Hb and

maternal Hb is mostly gone by cellularization.

Trunk Gap Gene Regulation

In the blastoderm stage of the embryo, regulation of the trunk gap genes happens

in two phases. Initially, expression of the genes is regulated by the maternal gradients.

These gradients give rise to protein expression patterns, which are regions along the A-

P axis where each gene has high or low concentration. These regions have variable domain

boundaries (i.e., where a region is transitioning from high concentration to low and vise

versa) from embryo to embryo. Additionally, domain boundaries are not well defined and

sharp, but more closely resemble gradients in concentration. Beginning in cycle 13, however,
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Figure 3.2: Trunk gap gene expressions during each time class T1 through T8 during cycle
14A, which shows gap gene domain boundaries sharpening. The light areas show the high
protein expression for each of the trunk gap genes along the A-P axis. The plots shown in
the bottom row shows the protein expression data for time classes T1 through T8. Figure
from [5].
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interactions, mostly repressive, between the genes start to develop and variability (from

embryo to embryo) in trunk gap gene expression starts to decrease. Cycle 14A shows the

most dramatic decrease in this variability. This cycle is typically broken down in eight

time classes (T1-T8). During this time, as seen in Figure 3.2, the domain boundary regions

sharpen along the A-P axis as time progresses from T1 to T8.

The late stage gap gene regulation (time class T1-T8) can be described by four main

regulatory mechanisms: (1) activation by maternal gradients, (2) auto-activation, (3)

strong repressive feedback between complementary genes and (4) weak regulation between

genes with overlapping overlapping boundaries. We describe these mechanisms in more

detail.

1. Activation by maternal gradients : During early gap gene expression, bcd and cad play

a major role in beginning to form the boundaries. However, by cycle 14A, bcd and cad

activation only contributes to maintaining gap gene expression while the trunk gap

genes are the controlling factor in sharpening the boundaries.

2. Auto-activation: Many early models of the gap gene network showed that auto-

activation of each gene was essential, though more recently it has been shown that

auto-activation is not strictly essential as models have been able to reproduce the

data without auto-regulation. Experimentally, hb has the strongest evidence for auto-

activation.

3. Strong repressive feedback between complementary genes : The strongest experimental

evidence for trunk gap gene regulation during cycle 14A is between hb and kni, and

kr and gt. Both pairs exhibit a mutual strong repression with each other, called

repressive feedback.

4. Weak regulation between overlapping genes : There is also experimental evidence that

there are interactions between the genes that have overlapping boundaries, though the
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exact type and strength of these interactions has only been examined by mathematical

models.

The gap gene regulatory network

Though many models have been shown to faithfully replicate the expression of the trunk

gap genes, we will focus our study to the gap gene regulatory network and as described in [9]

shown in Figure 3.3(a). A spatial representation of the gap gene regulatory network (Figure

3.3(b)) shows the interactions between the trunk gap genes along the A-P axis and shows

each of the regulatory mechanisms. Most notably, the regulation between overlapping genes

only happens in specific domains which is visible in the spatial representation but not the

regulatory network. Additionally, the spatial representation gives a better understanding

of how the maternal gradients are affecting the network at different A-P positions. Recall

from section 3 that there is evidence for strong repressive feedback between hb and kni as

well as gt and kr. This strong repressive feedback is depicted as bold edges in Figure 3.3.

Additionally, there is experimental evidence of weak regulation between overlapping genes.

The strength of these interactions has been assessed using mathematical models [5]. The

stronger ones are depicted as solid edges in Figure 3.3 while the weaker ones are dashed.

For the remainder of this thesis, we will call the dotted edges the weak edges and the rest

the strong edges. We will make the reasonable assumption that stronger edges with more

experimental evidence are more likely to be the dominating regulatory factors in the protein

expression levels.

Dynamic Modules

During their study of the gap gene regulatory network in Figure 3.3(a), Verd et al

[9] partitioned a reduced version of the spatial representation into three subnetworks they
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(a)

Hb

Gt Kr

Kni
Bcd

Cad Bcd

Cad

(b)

Hb

Kni

Hb

Gt

Kr

Gt

Bcd Cad

A-P 35% A-P 75%

Figure 3.3: (a) The gap gene network used in [9]. The edge widths depict the strength of the
interaction; dotted edges are the weakest interactions and the bold edges are the strongest.
(b) Spatial representation of gene regulation from anterior - posterior (A-P) position 35%
to 75% for the gap gene network in (a). The violet gradient indicates the concentration of
Bcd, and the cyan gradient indicates the concentration of Cad. The horizontal extent of
the boxes represents spatial positions with high protein expression in time class T8. Figure
adapted from [9].

described as dynamic modules. For our purposes, a dynamic module of the gap gene

regulatory network is a subgroup of the genes that controls protein expression in a region of

the A-P axis. They showed that the A-P axis can be split into three regions, each of which

has a single gene that does not participate in network dynamics (i.e. is inactive) in that

region. Between A-P positions 35-47% (region 1) kni is inactive, between 49-59% (region
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2) gt is inactive and between 61-75% (region 3) hb is inactive. Thus, they create three

dynamic modules called AC/DC1, AC/DC2 and AC/DC3 which are active in regions 1, 2

and 3 respectively, which are shown in Figure 3.4(d). They showed that these subnetworks

were capable of reproducing the boundary shifts seen biologically from time class T1 to T8.

One of the purposes of this study is to show that the decomposition into dynamic modules

is an unnecessary step to reproduce the data.
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(a)
Hb

Kni

Hb

Gt

Kr

Gt

Bcd Cad

A-P 35% A-P 75%

(b)

(c)

(d)

Hb

Gt Kr

Kr

Hb Kni

Kni

Kr Gt

Figure 3.4: (a) The Verd et al [9] representation of high protein expression along the A-P
axis. (b) Node insensitivity regions from Verd et al [9] (c) Identification of active nodes along
spatial domains 35-47%, 49-59% and 61-75% identified in Verd et al [9]. (d) The AC/DC
subnetworks. Figure adapted from [9].
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INNOVATIONS

Early development of Drosophila facilitated by the gap gene network has been shown

to be incredibly robust, and the same patterns emerge even when the process is seriously

disrupted. Experimental data of the segmentation process show that the outcome of the

segmentation dynamics does not depend on the precise value of the parameters [6]. We plan

to use the DSGRN parameter graph to investigate this robustness, which we hypothesize

arises from the structure of the underlying gene regulatory networks. The Verd et al [9]

analysis of the gap gene network represented the dynamics of the gap gene expression using

different networks that are responsible for generating different patterns in different segments

along the A-P axis. We hypothesize that the expression pattern represents dynamics of a

single network, but at different parameters in different regions of the A-P axis. Therefore,

we represent a spatial pattern of expression as a path in the DSGRN parameter graph. We

will study the robustness of two different network models by looking at the number of paths

that can produce the observed dynamics in each network. The extension of DSGRN from

a tool for time-dependent intracellular modeling to time- and space-dependent tissue-level

modeling is a significant advancement in the utility of DSGRN.

Specifically, a developmental path is a path in the DSGRN parameter graph where each

vertex is labeled according to its associated Morse graph. A matching developmental path

is a path whose labels match the phenotypes observed in the experimental data. In the

following, we first discuss how we can interpret the spatial chemical gradients of Bcd and

Cad across a Drosophila embryo as a sequence of DSGRN parameter changes. Using this

interpretation, we then construct a graph, called the phenotype graph, that organizes all

possible developmental paths. While this graph contains all matching developmental paths,

the number of all such paths is prohibitively large to allow computationally effective search.

Therefore, we develop methods of analysis that use the condensation of the phenotype graph,
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which allows efficient searching.

Factor graph layers

In this section we discuss how to define a direction on the factor graph by imposing a

partial order. We begin by discussing the stereotyped structure of the factor graph.

Let Θj,i “ tθj1,i, θj2,i, ¨ ¨ ¨ θj|T piq|,iu be the collection of the thresholds of vi. Let Oj,i “

θj1,i ă θj2,i ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă θj|T piq|,i be a threshold order for node vi in RN and let Oi be the set of

all such orders.

The factor graph Fi “ pVi, Eiq of vi (see Definition 2.23) has an interesting structure,

whereby it contains |T piq|! isomorphic subgraphs. The union of the nodes of these subgraphs

is the entire set Vi. The key observation is that orders Oi are related by a group of

permutations P|T piq|, where each η P P|T piq| permutes threshold labels. As a consequence

each for each parameter p P Vi with a threshold order Oj,i there are |T piq|! other parameters

pη, η P P|T piq|, where threshold labels are swapped based on η. Therefore each factor graph

Fi “ pVi, Eiq contains a collection of |T piq|! isomorphic subgraphs Gj,i “ pVj,i, Ej,iq where

the Vj,i partition Vi, i.e.,
Ů

j Vj,i “ Vi [2]. We call each of these subgraphs Gj,i, associated to

a particular threshold order Oj,i, a subfactor graph.

Notice that each factor graph Fi “ pVi, Eiq has a set of “lowest parameters” composed

of the collection of parameter nodes

Lpi :“ tp P Vi |Mipui,k1 , ui,k2 , . . . , ui,k|Spiq|q ă θj,i for all θj,i P Θj,iu,

where recall that Mi is the algebraic expression for gene product vi and ui,kn are the higher

expression levels of vi, as opposed to the lower expression levels li,kn . Similarly, there is a set

of “highest parameters” composed of the nodes
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Hpi :“ tp P Vi |Mipli,k1 , li,k2 , . . . , li,k|Spiq|q ą θj,i for all θj,i P Θj,iu.

We say that a node `j,i P Lpi is a root of a subfactor graph and a node hj,i P Hpi is a

leaf of a subfactor graph. Ideally, we would like to have a number of nice properties with

regard to the subfactor graph, particularly:

1. connectedness,

2. a unique root `j,i P Lpi and a unique leaf hj,i P Hpi for the subfactor graph Gj,i, and

3. every vi P Vj,i participates in a minimal-length path from `j,i to hj,i.

If (1)-(3) hold, then we are able to define a partial order on the graph that gives a

well-defined direction of motion from root to leaf. Proving these or similar results is a work

in progress.

For now, we have constructed by hand a few low-dimensional cases, including those

used in this thesis. In these cases, Mi may be any product of sums of |Spviq| inputs. The

constructed subfactor graphs are

• 1 in-edge, 2 out-edges or, isomorphically, 2 in-edges, 1 out-edge;

• 2 in-edges, 2 out-edges or, isomorphically, 3 in-edges, 1 out-edge;

• 2 in-edges, 3 out-edges.

We verified that conditions (1)-(3) hold in these cases. An example of a factor graph

with 1 in-edge and 2 out-edges can be seen in Figure 4.1. This factor graph example has two

subfactor graphs, where all the nodes with threshold order θ1 ă θ2 belong to the subfactor

graph on the left and all the nodes with threshold order θ2 ă θ1 belong to the subfactor

graph on the right. The factor graph for 2 in-edges and 1 out-edge is in Figure 4.2 (a).
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Definition 4.1. Any path between `m,i and hn,i for n,m P Vj,i will be called a maximal

path in the factor graph. Let p0, . . . , pN be a shortest path between `j,i and hj,i within the

same subfactor graph. Call such a path a minimax path in the factor graph. Call N ` 1

the minimax path length of the factor graph.

For our special cases, we define the layers of the factor graph by the minimum path

length to a root of the factor graph.

Definition 4.2. Let Fi “ pVi, Eiq be the factor graph for node i, with subfactor graphs

Gj,i “ pVj,i, Ej,iq for j P t1, . . . , |T piq|!u. The shortest path length, Ln, between pn P Vj,i and

`j,i is called the factor graph layer of pn. The k-th factor graph layer of Fi is the

node set

tpn P Vi | with shortest path length Lku,

for k P t0, . . . , Nu, where N ` 1 is the minimax path length.

We say that the highest factor graph layer is the set Hpi, any element of which has

path length N to a root `j,i, and is therefore factor graph layer N . Likewise, the lowest

factor graph layer is the set Lpi, which has path length 0 to itself, and is therefore factor

graph layer 0.

For example, consider a node v with one in-edge and two out-edges with thresholds

θ1 and θ2. Then there are twelve ways to order θ1 and θ2 together with the partial order

0 ă l ă u as shown in Figure 4.1. Note that factor graph has five layers. Additionally, the

highest and lowest factor graph layers are θ1, θ2 ă l and u ă θ1, θ2 respectively. The idea

of factor graph layers allows us to define an idea of monotonicity of paths through a factor

graph.

Definition 4.3. Consider a path through the factor graph Fi “ pVi, Eiq of node vi,

represented as a sequence of nodes p1, p2, . . . , pm, where each pj P Vi. The path is said
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θ1 ă θ2 ă l

θ1 ă l ă θ2 ă u

θ1 ă l ă u ă θ2 l ă θ1 ă θ2 ă u

l ă θ1 ă u ă θ2

u ă θ1 ă θ2

θ2 ă θ1 ă l

θ2 ă l ă θ1 ă u

θ2 ă l ă u ă θ1l ă θ2 ă θ1 ă u

l ă θ2 ă u ă θ1

u ă θ2 ă θ1

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1

Layer 0

Figure 4.1: Factor graph for a node v with one in-edge and two out-edges with thresholds
θ1 and θ2. Inputs have a partial order l ă u. Layers 0-4 denote factor graph layers. Layer
4 is composed of the highest factor graph nodes for v. Similarly, layer 0 is composed of the
lowest factor graph nodes for v.

to be monotone increasing if for all pj, pk in the path, we have Lj ď Lk if and only

if j ď k, i.e. factor graph layers increase along the path. Similarly, the path is said to be

monotone decreasing if for all pj, pk in the path, we have Lj ď Lk if and only if j ě k,

i.e. factor graph layers decrease along the path.

Interpreting maternal gradients as parameter changes

In ODE systems, observed dynamics can change based on varying initial conditions or

varying parameters. In DSGRN, initial conditions are represented as nodes in the STG, while

parameters are nodes in the PG. The question here is whether changing initial conditions or
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changing parameters is a more appropriate model for spatially distributed dynamics, both in

terms of a biological interpretation and within the DSGRN context. Given a gene regulatory

network RN “ pV,Eq, we can model the impact of a control variable (or network regulator),

such as one of the maternal gradients of Drosophila, as an explicit network node or as an

implicit environmental effect.

If a control variable c has an activating (inhibiting) effect on node vi P V , the explicit

representation would add the node c and edge c Ñ vi (c % vi) to the network RN. After

adding all appropriate target edges, the control variable c would be capable of expressing

discretized initial conditions anywhere in the range t0, 1, . . . , |T pcq|u. After adding all control

variables explicitly to the network, the goal would be to locate parameters for which the

Morse graph contains all elements of the phenotype pattern simultaneously, each associated

to a different set of control variable initial conditions.

For an implicit representation of a control variable c, we introduce here an important

subset of possible behaviors of c.

Definition 4.4. A monotone control variable c, is a control variable that is either c1 ě 0

(increasing) or c1 ď 0 (decreasing) everywhere on its domain.

An implicit representation of a control variable is implemented as a parameter change

at a target node vi and does not add c explicitly as a node to RN. We assume that the

control variable is the dominating effect on parameter changes in vi through the following

modeling rules.

1. If c is an activator (repressor) and is present in high amounts (low amounts), then vi

is present in high amounts.

2. If c an activator (repressor) and is present only in low amounts (high amounts), then

vi is present in low amounts.

3. A monotone control variable c induces a monotone response in its targets.
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(a) θ ă l1l2

l1l2 ă θ ă tu1l2, l1u2u

u1l2 ă θ ă l1u2 l1u2 ă θ ă u1l2

tu1l2, l1u2u ă θ ă u1u2

u1u2 ă θ

θ ă l1l2

l1l2 ă θ ă tu1l2, l1u2u

u1l2 ă θ ă l1u2 l1u2 ă θ ă u1l2

tu1l2, l1u2u ă θ ă u1u2

u1u2 ă θ

(b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Factor graph for a node vi with two in edges (one activating and one
repressing) and one out edge. Inputs have a partial order l1l2 ă tu1l2, l1u2u ă u1u2 and
every node of the factor graph has all inputs, though only position of thresholds between
neighboring inputs is depicted. (b) The same factor graph with an activating control variable
c imposed, depicted as a decreasing gradient (violet). Then, as c decreases it induces
decreasing monotonicity through the factor graph (directed arrows).

We elaborate on the last point. Let ri “ ˘1, where `1 means that c is an activator

and ´1 means c is a repressor to a target node vi. Let Fi be the factor graph of vi. We

model the changing behavior of c as monotone paths in Fi (see Definition 4.3) as follows; c

induces monotone increasing paths in Fi when ri ¨ signpc1q “ `1 and monotone decreasing

paths when ri ¨ signpc1q “ ´1. This monotonicity condition on the factor graph of vi (see

Figure 4.2) is a model of continuously changing abundance of vi as a function of changing c.

There are computational advantages to using an implicit modeling scheme because the

network RN is smaller without the explicit control variable modeling. In addition, there
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is a solid biological argument for choosing implicit modeling of maternal gradients. Recall

that during late stage gap gene regulation, the maternal gradients are only maintaining

gap gene expression while the interactions between the trunk gap genes are controlling the

dynamics. Additionally, note that at any point along the A-P axis, the maternal gradients

are relatively constant. That is, within the context of a single cell there is not a significant

continuous change in the gradients. An interpretation of this is that the control variables

of the network, bcd and cad, are a part of the environmental conditions of the cell and not

an active participator of the network. In this interpretation, it is reasonable to model the

spatially distributed dynamics as a change in parameters of the trunk gap genes rather than

a change of initial conditions of the maternal gradients across the entire A-P region.

As an example of implicit modeling in the gap gene network, consider the activation of

bcd on hb at A-P position 40% Egg Length. At that position, Bcd is high so we would expect

hb to exhibit consistently high expression. However, at A-P position 75% Egg Length, Bcd is

at it lowest so we would expect hb to be at consistently low expression levels. In between these

two extremes, we expect monotone behavior. Moreover, we can impose a stricter condition

on the modeling of the maternal gradients that requires hb to not only exhibit consistently

high and low expression, but to operate at the most extreme factor graph layers.

Definition 4.5. A maximal monotone path in the factor graph Fi is either

1. an increasing monotone path (see Definition 4.3) that starts in the lowest factor graph

layer and ends in the highest factor graph layer, or

2. a decreasing monotone path that starts in the highest factor graph layer and ends in

the lowest factor graph layer.

A direct maximal monotone path M is a maximal monotone path that is also a minimax

path (see Definition 4.1).
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We will impose the condition of a maximal monotone path in our simulations presented

in Section 6.

Interpreting data combinatorially

At each position of the A-P axis the experimental data collected during times T1-T8

suggest that the concentration of the gap gene proteins evolve in time until they reach

equilibrium value at time point T8, this can be seen graphically in Figure 3.2. Figure 4.3

shows this data at T8 across all positions of interest where the trunk gap genes are thought to

be driving this behavior. Note that there is significant correlation between values at nearby

positions. Therefore, in agreement with Verd et al [9], we break down the A-P axis into eight

regions Rn (see Figure 4.3), where the limiting values at T8 are distinct. It is a coincidence

that there are both eight temporal regions and eight spatial regions; they are not correlated

in any way.

Since each region Rn has approximately achieved equilibrium, it is reasonable to model

the dynamics of each region as a fixed point. We must express these fixed points in the

language of DSGRN. In order to match the experimental values to coordinates of equilibria

in DSGRN, we discretize the experimental values to classes that match the resolution of

DSGRN equilibrium labels. We label the concentration of each gene product in each of the

8 regions by one of the labels tH, ˚, Lu:

1. H : Gene expression is high,

2. L : Gene expression is low,

3. ˚ : Gene expression is indeterminate.

This discretization is to some extent arbitrary, but Boolean modeling (i.e. H = 1, L = 0)

is a common way of discretizing data. Since in our case, there are large regions where it is
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(a)

(b) R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8

Figure 4.3: Data of protein expression expression along the anterior-posterior position % Egg
Length (EL) for the trunk gap genes hunchback (hb) in yellow, giant (gt) in blue, Krüpple
(Kr) in green and Knirps (kni) in red for time class T8. The gap gene expression data
(S1 Data.ods) was obtained from the supplementary information in [8].

unclear whether gene expression should be regarded as high or low, we introduce the third

character ˚, which is taken to be either one.

Recall that Verd et al [9] showed kni is inactive between A-P positions 35-47%, gt is

inactive between 49-59% and hb is inactive between 61-75%. Thus, in these regions, the gene

expression would be below all thresholds and labeled L. Finally, the labels H, ˚, L will be

given to genes when their expression is high, transitioning between high and low or low and

high, and low, respectively. See Figure 4.3. Therefore, we have the data discretization seen

in Figure 4.4.

This discretization can then be used to look for matching developmental paths through

the DSGRN parameter graph of the gap gene regulatory network. In order to match the

experimental data to labels of the DSGRN equilibria, we interpret the data discretization

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.2003174.s009
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Region A-P Hb Gt Kr Kni
R1 35-37 ˚ H L L
R2 37-40 H ˚ L L
R3 40-45 H L ˚ L
R4 45-51 ˚ L H L
R5 51-57 L L H ˚

R6 57-63 L L ˚ H
R7 63-67 L ˚ L H
R8 67-75 L H L ˚

Figure 4.4: Data discretization.

labels tH, ˚, Lu as follows:

1. H : Gene vi concentration is in its highest numerical state, |T pviq|, i.e. above all of its

thresholds.

2. L : Gene vi concentration is in its lowest numerical state, 0, i.e. is below all of its

thresholds,

3. ˚ : Gene vi concentration may achieve any value in the integer set t0, . . . , |T pviq|u.

In each of the eight spatially distinct regions, we specify the discretized expression level

of each of the four trunk gap genes, hb, gt, kr, and kni. Then we can represent each region

as a labeled node.

Definition 4.6. A pattern label is a discretized relative expression level for each gap

gene of the form Σ “ pΣHb,ΣGt,ΣKr,ΣKniq, where ΣA P t0, 1, . . . , |T pvAq|u. A phenotype

pattern is an ordered collection of pattern labels, one for each Rn position along the A-P

axis. A phenotype of Σ is any DSGRN Morse graph with a fixed point with label Σ. A

strict phenotype of Σ is any DSGRN Morse graph with a monostable fixed point with label

Σ. We use the notation ΣpRnq to identify the set of phenotypes corresponding to the pattern

label Σ for the A-P region Rn.
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Phenotype graph

The phenotype pattern describes the annotations of the DSGRN Morse graphs that

would match the data in each of the eight regions along the A-P axis. Thus, we are only

interested in parameter graph nodes that are associated to the annotated Morse graphs

(the phenotypes) described by the phenotype pattern. For example, in region R1, where

the discretized data are described by (˚, H, L, L), then the associated phenotypes for the

network in Figure 6.1 (a) are the annotated Morse graphs that contain any fixed point in

the set

tFPt0, 2, 0, 0u,FPt1, 2, 0, 0u,FPt2, 2, 0, 0uu,

when all of the nodes in the regulatory network have two in-edges and two out-edges. Then

any Morse graph containing one of the above fixed points are associated phenotypes for R1.

For example, a Morse graph having a full cycle to FP{ 1, 2, 0, 0} as shown below, or a

multistable Morse graph shown below boxed in red, are associated phenotypes for R1.

FC FP{1,2,0,0} FP{2,2,0,0} FP{2,2,0,1}

Additionally, the strict phenotypes are the annotated Morse graphs with any of the

fixed points as the unique monostable element of the Morse graph, thus any of the following

three Morse graphs are the associated strict phenotypes for R1.

FP{0,2,0,0} FP{1,2,0,0} FP{2,2,0,0}

The subset of the parameter graph associated to the desired phenotypes is formalized in the

following definition.

Definition 4.7. Let Vi :“ tv P PG | MGpvq P ΣpRiqu, i “ 1, . . . , 8, be the sets of

parameter nodes with a Morse graph that contains a FP-labeled Morse node that matches
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some phenotype in ΣpRiq. A phenotype graph is a graph PhG “ pV,Eq with nodes

V :“
8
ğ

i“1

Vi.

Note that the same node v P PG may be included in the set V multiple times, if the phenotype

(or Morse graph) of v exists in multiple regions, i.e. MGpvq P ΣpRiq for multiple values of

i.

The nodes vi, vj P V , where vi, vj represent distinct nodes in PG, are connected by a

directed edge pvi Ñ vjq, if and only if both of the following are satisfied:

1. there is an undirected edge between vi and vj in the parameter graph PG, and

2. there exists a region Rn, for n P t1, ..., 8u, such that MG(viq P ΣpRnq and MG(vjq P

ΣpRnq Y ΣpRn`1q.

The nodes vi, vj P V , where vi, vj are copies of the same node w P PG, are connected

by a directed edge pvi Ñ vjq if and only if

1. MGpwq P ΣpRnq X ΣpRn`1q,

2. vi P Vn, and

3. vj P Vn`1.

A strict phenotype graph is defined exactly the same except that all ΣpRnq are

composed of strict phenotypes.

A developmental path is any path in the phenotype graph. A matching develop-

mental path is a path in the phenotype graph vi1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vim such that

1. the nodes tviju are distinct,

2. MG(vi1q P ΣpR1q and MG(vimq P ΣpR8q, and
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3. for each k “ 2, ..., 7, there exists at least one vij such that MG(vijq P ΣpRkq.

Notice that by construction, a matching developmental path vi1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vim satisfies

the condition that a representative phenotype from each region is passed through in order

along the path. For a given network model, it is not guaranteed that there are any matching

developmental paths. In the worst case, the phenotype graph is empty, indicating that no

phenotypes seen in the data can be reproduced by the network model.

Recall that we plan to model the maternal gradients as control variables and therefore

we want to enforce monotone paths through any factor graph of a regulatory target of

the maternal gradients. The phenotype pattern is constructed based on the discretized

experimental data, which were collected in the presence of maternal gradients. Therefore

the information about material gradients is implicitly present in the phenotype pattern.

However, this information is not enough to guarantee that all matching developmental paths

have the desired monotone property when projected onto a factor graph of interest. Thus,

we also consider a subgraph of the phenotype graph in which every matching developmental

path satisfies a monotonicity requirement.

Definition 4.8. Let Fi1 , . . . , Fim be a subset of the set of factor graphs associated to m

target nodes of a collection of monotone control variables c1, . . . , cq. A monotone (strict)

phenotype graph with respect to Fi1 , . . . , Fim is a subgraph PhG1 “ pV 1, E 1q of the (strict)

phenotype graph PhG “ pV,Eq such that the projection of every matching developmental

path in PhG1 onto Fij is a maximal monotone path (see Definition 4.5) in Fij for all j P

t1, . . . ,mu.

Let rij ,k “ `1 (rij ,k “ ´1) when ck is an activator (repressor) of vi,j. The maximal

monotone path in Fij is increasing monotone (decreasing monotone) when rij ,k ¨signpc1kq “ `1

(rij ,k ¨ signpc1kq “ ´1). We also assume that the paths in the monotone phenotype graph are

consistent; i.e.

rij ,k ¨ signpc1kq “ rij ,m ¨ signpc1mq
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whenever ck and cm are both regulators of the same node vij .

For example, let’s consider a node vi with two in-edges, one activating (l1 ă u1) and

one repressing (l2 ă u2), as well as one out-edge with threshold θ and its factor graph Fi

with. Then there are six ways to form a partial order of l1l2 ă tl1u2, u1l2u ă u1u2 and

the threshold θ, see Figure 4.2(a). Let c be an activating monotone control variable with

c1 ď 0. Then a matching developmental path in the monotone phenotype graph projected

onto Fi is required to be a maximal monotone path. Since c is an activator but decreasing,

then the maximal monotone path is decreasing monotone (i.e., it starts at the highest factor

graph layer and ends in the lowest factor graph layer). A visualization of how this matching

developmental path must behave in the projection onto Fi can be seen in Figure 4.2(b). In

this figure, we are representing c as the violet monotone decreasing gradient, the directed

arrows show the only directions the decreasing monotone path can go.

Ideally, one could find all matching developmental paths in the phenotype graph and

monotone phenotype graphs, then use it as a measure of the robustness of the network

model to produce the observed A-P positional dynamics. In practice, the size of phenotype

graph scales poorly with increasing regulatory network size, much as the DSGRN parameter

graph does, and it becomes computationally impractical even to find a single path through

the phenotype graph. To address this issue, we considered two different coarsenings of the

phenotype graph that conserve the order of the phenotype pattern.

Definition 4.9. The coarsened (strict) phenotype graph and coarsened monotone

(strict) phenotype graph are the condensations of the (strict) phenotype graph and the

monotone (strict) phenotype graph, respectively.

Definition 4.10. Let u be a node in the coarsened phenotype graph, possibly monotone

and/or strict, and denote by sccpuq the strongly connected component of PhG associated to

u. A phenotype cluster path u1 Ñ u2 Ñ ... Ñ um is a path in a coarsened (monotone,
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strict) phenotype graph such that

1. all p1 P sccpu1q satisfy MG(p1q P ΣpR1q,

2. for each i “ 2, ..., 7, there exists at least one ui with pi P sccpuiq such that MG(piq P

ΣpRiq, and

3. all pm P sccpumq satisfy MG(pmq P ΣpR8q.

Notice that by construction, a phenotype cluster path u1 Ñ u2 Ñ ... Ñ um satisfies

the condition that a representative phenotype from each region is passed through in order

along the path. Notice also that the phenotype graph and monotone phenotype graphs have

a minimum of eight strongly connected components, one for each region Rn, due to the

partition of the nodes V of the phenotype graph PhG into eight disjoint sets, V1, . . . , V8. If

pi P Vi and pj P Vi`1, then the edge pi Ñ pj may exist in the phenotype graph PhG, but

the edge pj Ñ pi may not exist in PhG. Therefore, no two distinct Vi and Vj may co-exist

in the same strongly connected component, and each Vi has at least one distinct strongly

connected component.

Searching the coarsened phenotype graph for phenotype cluster paths can provide

significant computational savings compared to searching a phenotype graph for matching

developmental paths, if the coarsened phenotype graph is smaller. In the worst case scenario,

the number of strongly connected components is equal to the number of nodes in the

phenotype graph but it is typically much smaller. We will now show the desirable property

that phenotype cluster paths within a coarsened (monotone, strict) phenotype graph are

associated to matching developmental paths in the (monotone, strict) phenotype graph.

Lemma 4.1. There exists at least one matching developmental path in the (monotone, strict)

phenotype graph for every distinct phenotype cluster path in a coarsened (monotone, strict)

phenotype graph.
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Proof. Let u1 Ñ u2 Ñ ... Ñ um be a path in the coarsened (monotone, strict) phenotype

graph. Recall for i “ 1, ...,m that for each ui, sccpuiq Ă V is a strongly connected component

of the (monotone, strict) phenotype graph PhG “ pV,Eq. Additionally, for there to be an

edge ui Ñ ui`1, there must exist distinct nodes pi P sccpuiq and qi`1 P sccpui`1q such

that ppi, qi`1q P E. Furthermore, by definition of a strongly connected component, when

|sccpuiq| ą 1 there exists a path between any two nodes in sccpuiq. Thus, if ppi, qi`1q is an

edge between sccpuiq and sccpui`1q, and likewise ppi`1, qi`2q is an edge between sccpui`1q

and sccpui`2q, then for |sccpui`1q| ą 1 there exists a path of distinct nodes in PhG

pi Ñ qi`1 Ñ vj1 Ñ ...Ñ vjn Ñ pi`1 Ñ qi`2

for vj1 , ..., vjn P sccpui`1q. If |sccpui`1q| “ 1, then qi`1 “ pi`1 so clearly there is a path

pi Ñ qi`1 “ pi`1 Ñ qi`2.

Since we constructed a path in the phenotype graph from sccpuiq to sccpui`1q for arbitrary

i, then we can construct a path in this way for all sccpui`1q. Thus, there exists a path in

PhG, through sccpu1q, sccpu2q, . . . , sccpumq, of the form

p1 Ñ q2 Ñ ...Ñ qi`1 Ñ vj1 Ñ ...Ñ vjn Ñ pi`1 Ñ qi`2 Ñ ...Ñ pm.

By construction of a phenotype cluster path, p1 P sccpu1q with MG(p1q P ΣpR1q, pm P

sccpumq with MG(pmq P ΣpR8q, and for each k “ 2, . . . , 7, there exists a ui with pi P sccpuiq

such that MGppiq P ΣpRkq. Lastly, all nodes in a path are distinct by our construction.

Thus the path

p1 Ñ q2 Ñ ...Ñ qi`1 Ñ vj1 Ñ ...Ñ vjn Ñ pi`1 Ñ qi`2 Ñ ...Ñ pm
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satisfies all the conditions of a matching developmental path in Definition 4.7. �
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SOFTWARE

In this section we give an overview of the algorithm written to find all nodes in

DSGRN database that match the phenotype pattern, both the algorithm for constructing the

phenotype graph, as well as the path finding algorithm. The algorithm used to compute the

condensation graph of the phenotype graphs is a non-recursive version of Tarjan’s Algorithm

[7] and is modified from the code hosted, at the time of writing this thesis, on GitHub

at github.com/alviano/python/blob/master/rewrite_aggregates/scc.py. The path

finding algorithm is a depth first search. All of the software developed for this Thesis is

hosted on GitHub at github.com/Eandreas1857/dsgrn_acdc.

https://github.com/alviano/python/blob/master/rewrite_aggregates/scc.py
https://github.com/Eandreas1857/dsgrn_acdc
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RESULTS

We hypothesize that the spatial differences in expression levels of gap genes along the

A-P axis result from the same network but under changing parameters. These parameters

are imposed by the maternal gradients. To examine this hypothesis we represent both the

phenotype and the spatial dependence of parameters in terms of discretized structures used

by DSGRN, and we aim to address these questions.

A 1. Can we find network models that are capable of reproducing the discretized data of

the spatial gap gene profile?

2. In other words, is there a matching developmental path in the phenotype graph of

a network model at which the DSGRN fixed point sequence matches discretized

experimental gene expression levels?

3. How many such paths are there? Can we use the abundance of such paths and

perhaps their structure to assess robustness of the developmental program within

a specific network model?

B 1. If we impose monotone control variable modeling on the maternal gradients bcd and

cad, are there still matching developmental paths that reproduce experimental

expression levels in all regions R1-R8?

2. How does the imposition of the monotone control variable modeling change the

number and structure of matching developmental paths?

C Do different candidate networks give different predictions? Is one network better able to

match the data than others?

To answer these questions we will examine two networks. One network, which we call

the fully connected network (Fullconn), consists of the union of nodes and edges from the
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three dynamical modules from the Verd et al [9], except the self-loops see Figure 6.1 (a)).

The other network, called the strong edges network (StrongEdges) consists of strong edges

between the trunk gap genes from the original gap gene network in Figure 3.3, except the

self-loops, also pictured in Figure 6.1 (b). We made the choice to exclude self-loops due to

computational constraints. This choice is partly justified by the fact that self-regulation was

previously found to be unnecessary to reproduce experimental data (see Section 3).

(a)

Hb

Gt Kr

Kni
Bcd

Cad

(b)

Hb

Gt Kr

Kni
Bcd

Cad

Reg. A-P Hb Gt Kr Kni
R1 35-37 [0,2] 2 0 0
R2 37-40 2 [0,2] 0 0
R3 40-45 2 0 [0,2] 0
R4 45-51 [0,2] 0 2 0
R5 51-57 0 0 2 [0,2]
R6 57-63 0 0 [0,2] 2
R7 63-67 0 [0,2] 0 2
R8 67-75 0 2 0 [0,2]

Reg. A-P Hb Gt Kr Kni
R1 35-37 [0,1] 3 0 0
R2 37-40 1 [0,3] 0 0
R3 40-45 1 0 [0,1] 0
R4 45-51 [0,1] 0 1 0
R5 51-57 0 0 1 [0,3]
R6 57-63 0 0 [0,1] 3
R7 63-67 0 [0,1] 1 3
R8 67-75 0 3 0 [0,3]

Figure 6.1: (a) The Fullconn network (above), and Fullconn phenotype pattern (below). (b)
The StrongEdges network (above) with StrongEdges phenotype pattern (below).

Recall that along the A-P axis, that bcd is a decreasing gradient and that cad is an

increasing gradient. Thus, we will model the maternal gradients bcd and cad as monotone

control variables. Since different nodes in different networks have a variable number of

output edges, and output edges determine the number of thresholds in DSGRN for the

corresponding variable, the number of output edges affects the range of annotation of each

fixed point Morse set. In general, if a network node X has m output edges, the X component
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of a fixed point (FP) can have values in t0, . . . ,mu. In our analysis, we always interpret

Low (L) experimental level of expression of gene X as a 0 component of a FP, high (H)

experimental level of expression of gene X as a m (i.e., the highest component of a FP),

and transitioning p˚q experimental level of expression as any level t0, . . . ,mu of a FP. For

example, in the Fullconn network, each node has exactly two out edges. Then H=2, L=0

and ˚ could be any value in t0, 1, 2u which we annotate as r0, 2s. For region R1 of the data

(Figure 4.3), we are looking for all parameter graph nodes with a Morse graph containing

fixed points of the form FP{˚, H, L, L}, which are FP{0, 2, 0, 0}, FP{1, 2, 0, 0}, and FP{2,

2, 0, 0}. When imposing strict phenotypes, each fixed point is required to be monostable,

so that the set of strict phenotypes associated to FP{˚, H, L, L} must have exactly one of

the following fixed points and no other stable Morse nodes:

FP{0,2,0,0} FP{1,2,0,0} FP{2,2,0,0}

In the first step of the analysis we construct the phenotype graph using strict phenotypes

and its condensation, the coarsened strict phenotype graph. In the second step, we will

impose monotone control variable modeling of the maternal gradients on hb and kni, as they

are the only trunk gap genes that are affected exclusively by either bcd or cad, and not both,

as gt and kr are. This is necessary because when both maternal gradients are targeting the

same variable the control variable consistency condition is not met (see Definition 4.8). In

other words, bcd and cad are both activators but they have opposing gradients and so the

impact on the dually regulated nodes is not clear.

In this way, we construct two separate coarsened monotone strict phenotype graphs,

one where we model the effect of bcd on hb and another where we model the effect of cad on

kni. Thus, we will analyze four different graphs for each network. As shorthand, we will use

the following notation for the Fullconn network graphs:

1. PhGF “ pVF , EF q is the strict phenotype graph;
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2. CPhGF “ pVF , EF q is the coarsened strict phenotype graph;

3. CPhGHb
F “ pV Hb

F , EHb
F q is the coarsened (hb) monotone strict phenotype graph;

4. CPhGKni
F “ pV Kni

F , EKni
F q is the coarsened (kni) monotone strict phenotype graph;

We will perform the same steps for the StrongEdges network graphs:

1. PhGS “ pVS, ESq is the strict phenotype graph;

2. CPhGS “ pVS, ESq is the coarsened strict phenotype graph;

3. CPhGHb
S “ pV Hb

S , EHb
S q is the coarsened (hb) monotone strict phenotype graph;

4. CPhGKni
S “ pV Kni

S , EKni
S q is the coarsened (kni) monotone strict phenotype graph.

Fully connected network (Fullconn)

The parameter graph of the Fullconn network has 2.56 million nodes while the strict

phenotype graph PhGF has 694,476 nodes. Therefore over 25% of the parameter graphs

nodes participate in at least one developmental path. How many of these developmental

paths match the phenotype pattern? To address this question we consider the coarsened

strict phenotype graph. Interestingly, this graph has exactly eight nodes and a single

phenotype cluster path. This shows that all the parameter nodes that match ΣpRnq are

connected and form one connected component for every n “ 1, . . . , 8. The connectedness

of all nodes that match ΣpRnq can be interpreted as robustness of the phenotype pattern,

in the sense that there are “wide” areas in parameter space for developmental paths to

traverse. However, by Lemma 4.1, we only know that there is guaranteed to be one matching

developmental path in the strict phenotype graph. This does not give us much idea about

the robustness of the developmental program in the network model.
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As indicated in the overview, in the second step we individually model the maternal

gradients bcd and cad. To model bcd we require that the projection of a matching

developmental path in the strict phenotype graph be a maximal monotone path in the

factor graph of hb (see Definition 4.8). Recall that bcd is an activator of hb and that Bcd

is decreasing along the A-P axis, thus a maximal monotone path must be a decreasing

monotone path. Additionally, cad is an activator of kni but Cad is increasing along the

A-P axis, thus a maximal monotone path in the factor graph of kni must be an increasing

monotone path.

These constraints impact the number of strongly connected components, which we see

in the coarsened (hb) monotone strict phenotype graph CPhGHb
F with 137 strongly connected

components and in the coarsened (kni) monotone strict phenotype graph CPhGKni
F with 123

strongly connected components. For each of the graphs we present the number of nodes of

the coarsened (hb) monotone strict phenotype graph that correspond to a single node of the

coarsened strict phenotype graph and all of which match a particular label ΣpRnq. As can

be seen in Table 6.1, for regions n “ 2, . . . , 7 there are between 20-30 nodes in the coarsened

monotone strict phenotype graphs. Note that the effects of modeling the maternal gradient

on hb and kni are not identical and that modeling of bcd on hb shatters the coarse structure

more than cad on kni gradient. The increased number of connected components gives us

an increased number of distinct phenotype cluster paths. By Lemma 4.1, this means we

have increased the lower bound of the number of matching developmental paths in the strict

phenotype graph, which allows us to better gauge the robustness of the network model.

We will discuss the change in the number of paths later on, with the data summarized in

Table 6.2.
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Region |VF |Rn |VF |Rn |V Hb
F |Rn |V Kni

F |Rn

R1 91,296 1 1 1
R2 82,323 1 23 23
R3 91,296 1 23 9
R4 82,323 1 34 9
R5 91,296 1 23 34
R6 82,323 1 23 23
R7 91,296 1 9 23
R8 82,323 1 1 1

Table 6.1: Number of nodes in different categories. Column labels indicate (from left to
right) nodes of strict phenotype graph PhGF “ pVF , EF q, coarsened strict phenotype graph
CPhGF “ pVF , EF q, coarsened hb monotone strict phenotype graph CPhGHb

F “ pV Hb
F , EHb

F q

and coarsened kni monotone strict phenotype graph CPhGKni
F “ pV Kni

F , EKni
F q. Row labels

indicate in which region the phenotypes, ΣpRjq, of the nodes lie.

Analysis of phenotype cluster paths

Recall that CPhGF has a single phenotype cluster path through it, thus we know by

Lemma 4.1 that there is at least one matching developmental path in the phenotype pattern

graph. However, we do not know if a matching developmental path, when projected onto

the factor graphs of hb or kni, is a maximal monotone path; i.e., we want to compare the

behavior of paths before control variable modeling with path behavior after control variable

modeling is applied. Thus, to visualize the potential behavior of a matching developmental

path, we create a heat map that allows us to see the worst case scenario of how matching

developmental paths could behave in the factor graphs of each gene. Essentially, what we

want to do is look at what factor graph layers (see Definition 4.2) for each gene are showing

up in the phenotype cluster paths for each region in the phenotype pattern. However,

since different strongly connected components don’t necessarily have the same cardinality,

and because there can be more than one strongly connected component being assessed per

region in the phenotype pattern, then we need a way to normalize our results.

Definition 6.1. Let DCF Ď U be the subset of U “ VF , V
Hb
F , or V Kni

F for the coarsened
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(monotone) strict phenotype graphs CPhGF , CPhGHb
F , CPhGKni

F , respectively, that belong

to at least one phenotype cluster path. Let UpRnq Ĺ U be the subset of nodes of the coarsened

(monotone) strict phenotype graph that are associated to the phenotypes in ΣpRnq. Let

CRn “ DCF XUpRnq be the subset of nodes of UpRnq that also exist in at least one phenotype

cluster path.

Let

Nn “
ď

uiPCRn

sccpuiq

be the set of nodes from the phenotype graph PhGF “ pVF , EF q that are in a strongly

connected component associated to some ui P CRn. Let πippq for p P Nn be the projection of

the parameter node p onto the factor graph Fi for the i-th regulatory network variable, vi.

The factor graph layers are denoted Xi,m. For each region Rn, define the collection of sets

Sm :“ tp P Nn | πippq P Xi,mu.

Then, |Sm| is the number of nodes in Nn with a projection onto Fi that lies in the factor

graph layer Xi,m.

For example, CPhGF has a single phenotype cluster path u1 Ñ u2 Ñ ... Ñ u8. Let

sccpuiq be the associated strongly connected component in the phenotype pattern graph.

Recall that because we only have eight strongly connected components, then for all p P

sccpuiq, we have MGppq P ΣpRiq. So |DCF | “ |CRi
| “ 1 for all i “ 1, ..., 8. Additionally,

there are 91,296 nodes of PhGF with Morse graphs associated to region R1, and all of these

nodes are in the strongly connected component sccpu1q, so |N1| “ 91, 296. Of the nodes in

N1, |S8| “ 4744 of them are in the highest layer of the factor graph for hb, while |S4| “ 18, 610

are precisely in the middle layer of the factor graph for hb. Additionally, |N8| “ 82, 323, as

we can see in Table 6.1. Of the nodes in N8, |S0| “ 34, 612 of them are in the lowest layer
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of the factor graph for hb.

In order to compare across regions as well as the different graphs, we consider the ratio

|Sm|{|Nn| for m indexing the layers of a factor graph and n indexing the regions of the A-P

axis. In the previous examples, the ratios are |S8|{|N1| “ 0.05 and |S0|{|N8| “ 0.42. Doing

this calculation for each gene and the corresponding factor graph layers, as well as for each

strongly connected component in the phenotype cluster paths creates a heat map. Thus,

this heat map gives a visual representation of how the matching developmental path could

behave in its projection onto the factor graphs of each gene. For CPhGF and its single

phenotype cluster path, the heat maps for each gene hb (yellow), gt (blue), kr (green) and

kni (red) are shown in Figure 6.2. Each column represents the phenotype pattern layer, one

for each region Rn and the rows represent the factor graph layers. The colorbars represent

the ratios |Sm|{|Nn| as described above and the ratios themselves are given in each square of

the heat map. Recall that a matching developmental path must have a node vik P ΣpRkq for

each k P 1, ..., 8. As the matching developmental path goes from k “ 1 to k “ 8, the color

indicates how likely it is that a matching developmental path passes through each factor

graph layer.

The heat maps coarsely reflect phenotype restrictions that we imposed on the set of

developmental paths. For example, in region R1 the phenotype pattern is FP{˚, H, L, L}.

The first component, Hb, is labeled as transitioning (˚), meaning we put no restrictions on

its Morse graph. This is reflected in the heat map, since each factor graph layer contains

some parameter nodes, i.e., the first column of the yellow heat map in the upper left of

Figure 6.2 has a nonzero ratio in every row. However, Gt is labeled high (H) in this region,

meaning we did put restrictions on its Morse graph. Again, this seems to reflect what we

see in the heat map, as there are no parameter nodes in the two lowest layers of the factor

graph of gt, as can be seen in the lowest two rows in the first column of the blue heat map

in the lower left of Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: The Fullconn network strict phenotype graph heat maps: From top left,
clockwise: hb (yellow), kr (green), kni (red) and gt (blue). Each column represents the
phenotype pattern layers, one for each region Rn, and the rows represent the factor graph
layers. Furthermore, the colorbars represent the ratios |Sm|{|Nn| as described in the text.
The exact ratios are shown in each square of the heat maps.

However, now we want to know how modeling the impact of the maternal gradients on

hb or kni will impact the heat map for all genes. Recall that we are concerned with maximal

monotone paths in the factor graph when modeling maternal gradients as monotone control

variables. This implies that when we model the impact of Bcd on Hb, in the heat map we

should see Hb be in its highest factor graph layer in region R1 of the phenotype pattern, and

have a decreasing monotone behavior down to the lowest factor graph layer for region R8.
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This is exactly what is being modeled when we construct the (hb) monotone strict phenotype

graph. We are interested in seeing the impact of this constraint on the heat maps of the

other three gene, kni, gt, and kr. We are interested in seeing if the implicit modeling of bcd

alone can cause sharper localization of the phenotype cluster paths in the factor graphs of

the other three gene products. This would allow us to conclude that the extra information

about bcd above and beyond that which is implicitly present in the fixed point sequence is

transmitted to the other gene products through the action of the network model. Similarly,

when we model the impact of cad on kni, in the heat map we should see Kni be in its lowest

factor graph layer in region R1 of the phenotype pattern, and have an increasing monotone

behavior to its highest factor graph layer for region R8. We would again seek a sharpened

localization in the factor graphs of the other three gene, hb, gt, and kr, due solely to extra

information about the impact of cad on kni. Ideally, we could impose both control variables

simultaneously, but this is currently computationally infeasible.

Once the maternal gradients are modeled on hb or kni, the number of phenotype cluster

paths increases significantly. Even though each coarsened monotone strict phenotype graph

is much smaller than the strict phenotype graph, we find that we must search for paths

limited to one specific path length at a time to avoid memory problems. Thus our results

are path-length dependent. We choose to start with the minimax path length of each factor

graph (see Definition 4.1), which is the minimal path length required to achieve a maximal

monotone path in the factor graph. This length depends on number of layers in the factor

graph of either hb or kni depending on the gradient being modeled and on existence of

phenotype cluster paths. For example, since the factor graph of kni in the Fullconn network

has 9 layers, then by design a phenotype cluster path must have at least length 9. Thus, we

initially restrict our search to paths of length 9. If there were none, then we increase the

search to phenotype cluster paths of length 10. If we are able to find paths of length 10, we

stop our search. If not, we increase the path length again by one node, until we are able to
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find phenotype cluster paths.

We found that CPhGHb
F had 96 phenotype cluster paths of length 9, and CPhGKni

F

had 582 phenotype cluster paths of length 11 (see Table 6.2). Notice that this means that

in each of the paths, there exists at least one region Rn whose phenotype is repeated. In

other words, there are multiple parameter nodes representing different strongly connected

components with phenotypes in ΣpRnq.

|CPhGF | # of max |CPhGHb
F | # of max |CPhGKni

F | # of max
paths length paths length paths length

8 1 8 127 96 9 123 582 11

Table 6.2: Fullconn network: The number of nodes, number of paths, and their lengths in the
coarsened strict phenotype graph CPhGF , as well as coarsened monotone strict phenotype
graphs CPhGHb

F and CPhGHb
F .

Of the 127 nodes in CPhGHb
F , we found that only 29 (« 23%) of them actually

participate in a phenotype cluster path. Similarly, of the 123 nodes in CPhGHb
F , only 30

(« 24%) participate in a phenotype cluster path. While approximately the same percentage

of nodes are participating in paths for both CPhGHb
F and CPhGKni

F , the increased number

of phenotype cluster paths in CPhGKni
F is an artifact of the path length. The difference

is that there are direct maximal monotone paths (see Definition 4.5) through the hb factor

graph but not the kni factor graph.

For comparison, we also want to look at the percentage of nodes in the strict phenotype

graph that could be in a matching developmental path. Thus, consider the following; the

29 nodes in the condensation CPhGHb
F are associated to a total of 152,392 parameter nodes

from the strict phenotype graph PhGF . Recall that PhGF has 694,476 parameter nodes, so

approximately 22% of the nodes are in a phenotype cluster path and therefore potentially

participate in a matching development path. Additionally, the 30 nodes in CPhGKni
F are

associated to a total of 174,063 nodes in PhGF , so approximately 25% of parameter nodes
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in PhGF potentially participate in a matching development path.

Region |V Hb
F |Rn in-path A |V Kni

F |Rn in-path A

R1 1 1 1 1 1 1
R2 23 5 0.22 23 2 0.09
R3 23 5 0.22 9 2 0.22
R4 34 9 0.27 9 1 0.11
R5 23 3 0.13 34 10 0.29
R6 23 3 0.13 23 11 0.48
R7 9 2 0.22 23 12 0.52
R8 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.3: Fullconn network: Analysis of coarsened monotone strict phenotype graphs
CPhGj

F “ pV
j
F , E

j
F q for j “ Hb,Kni. Numbers indicate how many nodes match phenotype

label from ΣpRnq, n “ 1, . . . , 8 indicated by the row label. The column in-path shows the
number of nodes that participate in a strict phenotype path. Each column A is the ratio of
column in-path over the column |V j

F |Rn .

Recall that we are not only interested in the effect of modeling the maternal gradients

on the coarsened monotone strict phenotype graph structure, but also how it effects the

heat map of the other genes. We discovered that modeling the maternal gradient bcd on hb

had very little effect on the heat map of the other genes. Similarly, modeling the maternal

gradient cad on kni had very little effect on the heat maps of the other three genes. Thus

we conclude that the monotone control variable modeling of single maternal gradients does

not impact our conclusions about the likelihood of maximal monotone paths in the factor

graph. The heat maps for CPhGF , CPhGHb
F and CPhGKni

F can be seen side by side for

comparison in Figure A.2 from the appendix.

Strong edges network (StrongEdges)

The parameter graph of the StrongEdges network has 3.24 million nodes while the

strict phenotype graph PhGS has 983,144 nodes, which equates to approximately 30% of

the parameter graph nodes participating in at least one developmental path. As we saw with
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the Fullconn network, the coarsened phenotype graph for the StrongEdges network graph

has exactly eight nodes and a single phenotype cluster path. Thus, we know that there exists

at least one matching developmental path in PhGS by Lemma 4.1.

Region |VS|Rn |VS|Rn |V Hb
S |Rn |V Kni

S |Rn

R1 71,636 1 1 1
R2 134,774 1 5 172
R3 71,636 1 3 36
R4 79,816 1 6 36
R5 205,346 1 5 279
R6 79,816 1 5 163
R7 205,346 1 5 119
R8 134,774 1 1 1

Table 6.4: StrongEdges network: Number of nodes in different categories. Column labels
indicate (from left to right) nodes of strict phenotype graph PhGS “ pVS, ESq, coarsened
strict phenotype graph CPhGS “ pVS, ESq, coarsened hb monotone strict phenotype graph
CPhGHb

S “ pV Hb
S , EHb

S q, and coarsened kni monotone strict phenotype graph CPhGKni
S “

pV Kni
S , EKni

S q. Row labels indicate in which region the phenotypes, ΣpRjq, of the nodes lie.

Analysis of phenotype cluster paths

Again, to visualize the behavior of the phenotype cluster paths, we create heat maps

to see the worst case scenario of how a matching developmental path could behave in the

factor graphs of each gene. We again use the normalization factor Sm derived in Definition

6.1, although for the StrongEdges network coarsened (monotone) strict phenotype graphs

instead of those for Fullconn. Recall that the heat maps give a visual representation of how

the matching developmental paths could behave in their projections onto the factor graphs

of each gene. For CPhGS and its phenotype cluster path, the heat maps for each gene hb

(yellow), gt (blue), kr (green) and kni (red) are shown in Figure 6.3. As we saw in the

Fullconn network, the heat maps coarsely reflect phenotype restrictions that we imposed on

the set of developmental paths.
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Figure 6.3: The StrongEdges network strict phenotype graph heat maps: Clockwise from
top left: hb (yellow), kr (green), kni (red) and gt (blue). Each column represents the
phenotype pattern layers, one for each region Rn, and the rows represent the factor graph
layers. Furthermore, the colorbars are depicting the ratios |Sm|{|Nn| as described in the text.
The exact ratios are shown in the boxes in the heat maps.

The impact of modeling the maternal gradients bcd or cad degrades the strong

connectedness of the coarsened strict phenotype graph, with CPhGHb
S and CPhGKni

S having

31 and 807 strongly connected components respectively (see Table 6.5). In this network, as

seen in Table 6.4, modeling cad on kni shatters the coarse structure more than modeling

bcd on hb. For example, notice that there are only five strongly connected components in

V Hb
S |R2 , but 172 in V Kni

S |R2 . This means that modeling the gradient of cad on kni broke
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up the singular strongly connected component in VS|R2 far more than modeling bcd on hb.

Actually, CPhGKni
S is by far the largest coarsened (monotone) strict phenotype graph we

have seen, and CPhGHb
S is the smallest. The graphs CPhGS and CPhGHb

S can be seen in

Figure A.1 from the appendix.

We attribute this to the number of layers in the factor graphs for hb and kni, since we

are requiring maximal monotone paths in the projection of phenotype cluster paths onto the

factor graph of hb or kni. The Fullconn network is symmetrical in the number of in and

out edges for each gene, thus the factor graphs for each gene all have nine layers. However,

this is not the case in the StrongEdges network. Though the StrongEdges network has some

symmetry, the number of in and out edges is not the same for hb and kni. This creates a

difference in the number of layers for their factor graphs, five and 13 respectively. We found

34 phenotype cluster paths in CPhGHb
S of length 8 and 358,370 phenotype cluster paths in

CPhGKni
S of length 14. Notice that neither coarsened monotone strict phenotype graph has

a direct maximal monotone path (see Definition 4.5).

|CPhGS| # of max |CPhGHb
S | # of max |CPhGKni

S | # of max
paths length paths length paths length

8 1 8 31 34 8 807 358370 14

Table 6.5: StrongEdges network: The number of nodes, number of paths, and their lengths
in the coarsened strict phenotype graph CPhGS and coarsened (hb or kni) monotone strict
phenotype graphs CPhGHb

S and CPhGHb
S .

Of the 31 nodes in CPhGHb
S , we found 19 p« 61%q of them actually participate in a

phenotype cluster path. Furthermore, of the 807 nodes in CPhGKni
S we found 367 p« 45%q of

them participate in a phenotype cluster path. In this network, the difference in the number

of phenotype cluster paths is an artifact of the size difference, we believe the important

takeaway is that approximately 61% and approximately 45% of CPhGHb
S and CPhGKni

S

respectively, are participating in the most direct phenotype cluster paths.
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As we did with the Fullconn Network results, we compare the percentage of nodes

in the phenotype graph that could be in a matching developmental path. The 19 nodes

from CPhGHb
S participating in a phenotype cluster path contain 642,449 nodes from the

phenotype graph PhGS. Recall that PhGS has 983,144 nodes, so approximately 65% of the

nodes potentially participate in a matching development path. The 367 nodes from CPhGKni
S

participating in a phenotype cluster path contain 295,616 nodes from the phenotype graph

PhGS. So approximately 30% of the nodes potentially participate in a matching development

path.

Region |V Hb
S |Rn in-path A |V Kni

S |Rn in-path A

R1 1 1 1 1 1 1
R2 5 2 0.4 172 6 0.03
R3 3 3 1 36 5 0.14
R4 6 4 0.67 36 4 0.11
R5 5 3 0.6 279 137 0.49
R6 5 3 0.6 163 116 0.71
R7 5 2 0.4 119 97 0.82
R8 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.6: Analysis of coarsened monotone strict phenotype graphs CPhGj
S “ pV

j
S , E

j
Sq for

j “ Hb,Kni. Numbers indicate how many nodes match phenotype label from ΣpRnq, n “
1, . . . , 8 indicated by the row label. The column in-path shows the number of nodes that
participate in a strict phenotype path. Each column A is the ratio of column in-path over
the column |V j

F |Rn .

As with the Fullconn network, we discovered that modeling the maternal gradient on hb

had very little effect on the heat map of the other genes. Similarly, modeling the maternal

gradient on kni had very little effect on the heat map of the other genes. The heat maps for

CPhGS, CPhGHb
S and CPhGKni

S can be seen side by side for comparison in Figure ?? from

the appendix.
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DISCUSSION

Theory

As mentioned in section 2, DSGRN is a tool that has been developed in order to

understand the global dynamics of gene regulatory networks, i.e., across all parameters. The

realization that the global dynamics of a gene regulatory network can be represented finitely

in terms state transition graphs is the main advantage to DSGRN. This realization naturally

leads to a finite decomposition of phase space into regions where the state transition graphs

are the same. DSGRN represents the parameter space in terms of a graph where nodes are

the regions and edges between pair of regions represent boundaries between them. In this

thesis we use the proximity information about parameter space to find paths in the with

particular properties, that is, we find paths where each vertex is constrained to a particular

Morse graph. While we initially apply this new theory and computational tool to paths that

that match network dynamics for a spatially distributed developmental problem, this tool

may have potential applications elsewhere.

Computational tool

The principal result of this research has been in extending DSGRN to study how tissue-

scale behavior arises from network behavior in individual cells. We used this extension of

DSGRN to study cellular systems where each cell contains the same network structure but

operates under a parameter regime that changes continuously from cell to cell. In other

words, we have started developing a multi-scale version of DSGRN. This generalization of

DSGRN has resulted in a computational tool with a number of low-level algorithms that can

be combined to model many biological situations, not just a spatially linear arrangement of

cells.
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In particular, the algorithm developed for constructing the phenotype graph can be used

in a more general setting then what we have done. It is capable of constructing any subgraph

of the parameter graph with desired fixed point dynamics, though it is straightforward to

extend this tool to allow for construction of the subgraph when the desired dynamics are

any dynamics representable by a DSGRN Morse graph. Theoretically, the path finding

algorithm can be used on any DSGRN parameter graph where the user is searching for a

path of continuous parameter changes along a particular sequence of bifurcations. Though

most networks scale poorly in DSGRN, the construction of the condensation of the phenotype

graph has the ability to deal with the computational challenges associated to path finding

directly in the parameter graph.

Applications

As discussed in the results section, the goal of our analysis was to answer a set of

questions about Drosophila development. We now discuss our current interpretation of

these results.

Can we find network models that are capable of reproducing the discretized data of the

spatial gap gene profile?

We have shown that both the Fullconn and StrongEdges networks are capable of

reproducing the discretized data. Therefore, we have shown that it is unnecessary to consider

sequential network modules at different points along the A-P axis, as in Verd et al. [9].

Furthermore, we have shown that it is even unnecessary to choose weaker edges to construct

the network. The network with the most strongly justified biological edges is a perfectly

adequate model of the observed experimental data.

In our analysis, in the coarsened strict phenotype graphs for both the Fullconn network

and StrongEdges network, we found a single phenotype cluster path. Thus, we know that
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there is at least one matching developmental path in the phenotype graphs by Lemma

4.1. When modeling maternal gradients as control variables, the single strongly connected

component associated to each region Rn breaks into a number of smaller strongly connected

components under the restrictions on the factor graphs of hb or kni, giving us a larger

number of paths through the coarsened monotone strict phenotype graph compared to the

non-monotone graph. Since each of these paths is associated to a matching development path

by Lemma 4.1, we have a greater lower bound for the number of matching developmental

paths in the phenotype graph. For Fullconn constrained in the hb factor graph, this bound

is 96 paths and Fullconn constrained under kni gives 582 paths. There is no overlap between

these paths because of the difference in path length, and therefore the new lower bound is

96 + 582. Similarly, the StrongEdges network has a new lower bound of 34 + 358,370 of

matching developmental paths.

Before modeling the maternal gradients, we don’t know directly how a matching

developmental path behaves when projected onto each gene’s factor graph. Interestingly,

though, the heat maps for the Fullconn and StrongEdges networks seen in Figures 6.2 and

6.3 show us that a matching developmental path cannot behave too badly in any of the gene

factor graphs. For example, consider the node hb in the Fullconn network and its heat map

(yellow) in the upper left of Figure 6.2. Recall that Hb has high expressions in R2 an R3 or

is transitioning otherwise and has low expression level in the regions R5 to R8 (see Figures

4.3 and 4.4). Notice that for phenotype pattern layers R2 and R3 in the heat map that a

matching developmental path, when projected onto the hb factor graph, can never be in

the lower two factor graph layers for phenotype pattern layers R2 and R3. Additionally, for

phenotype pattern layers R5 through R8 in the heat map, a matching developmental path

when projected onto the hb factor graph can never be in the upper two factor graph layers

for R5 and R6, as well as the upper four factor graph layers for R7 and R8. Furthermore,

in phenotype pattern layer R8 of the heat map, 42% the matching developmental paths end
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in the layer 0 of the factor graph. Thus, this heat map is showing us that any matching

developmental path is following the expression patterns for the regions of the A-P axis,

though there is no expectation it does so monotonically in hb and kni factor graphs. We see

this phenomenon in every heat map for the Fullconn and StrongEdges networks, including

the non-monotonic variables gt and kr.

Now, when we modeled the maternal gradients on hb or kni, we found many phenotype

cluster paths for all the coarsened monotone phenotype graphs. Recall that the number of

phenotype cluster paths is a lower bound on the number of matching developmental paths.

When we modeled bcd onto hb (or cad on kni), each of these matching developmental paths

has monotonic behavior in the hb (kni) factor graph. Aside from hb (kni), we saw little

change in the heat maps for the other genes. Thus, these heat maps are showing us that any

matching developmental path is following the expression patterns for the regions of the A-P

axis, and does so monotonically for hb.

All of this suggests that both the Fullconn and StrongEdges network models are capable

of reproducing the discretized data of the spatial gap gene profile and important biological

information.

Can we use the abundance of matching developmental paths and perhaps their structure to

assess robustness of the developmental program within a specific network model? How does

the imposition of the monotone control variable modeling change the number and structure

of matching developmental paths?

The results for this question are still preliminary, but we discuss some interesting results

and their potential interpretations, as well as ideas for future work.

Due to the different sizes of the coarsened graphs and factor graphs, comparing the

number of phenotype cluster paths is challenging. Therefore, we compare how many of the

nodes potentially participate in a matching developmental path within its own respective
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phenotype graph and parameter graph. Recall the following results, which we will call

scores.

1. The comparison of sizes of nodes sets in graphs CPhGF , CPhGHb
F and CPhGKni

F for

the Fullconn network showed that 100%, 22% and 25% of the nodes in the phenotype

graph could participate in a matching developmental path, respectively.

2. The comparison of sizes of nodes sets in graphs CPhGS, CPhGHb
S and CPhGKni

S

for the StrongEdges network showed that 100%, 65% and 30% of the nodes in the

phenotype graph could participate in a matching developmental path, respectively.

We note that for both the Fullconn and StrongEdges coarsened strict phenotype graphs, there

is a single strongly connected component of phenotype nodes matching ΣpRnq. Therefore

all the parameter nodes that match this description of the phenotypes are connected. This

may be interpreted as indication of robustness of the matching developmental paths: if we

perturb any parameter node to a neighboring parameter node anywhere along the path and

this new node belongs to the phenotype graph, there is a matching developmental path

through this new node as well.

As discussed earlier (section 7), the heat maps for graphs CPhGF (Figure 6.2) and

CPhGS (Figure 6.3) show an interesting correlation between the gene expression level

imposed at the particular phenotype pattern layer Rn and the layers of the corresponding

factor graph. Since we interpret the effect of the external maternal gradients as parameter

node position in the factor graph for this gene, this observation suggests that the phenotypic

data on levels of the gene expression and position in the parameter factor graph are closely

related. This is an exciting observation, since it indicates that we will be able to detect

on the level of DSGRN the effect in the opposite direction: modeling of maternal gradients

determines the level of expression of all genes of the network. We will pursue this line of

inquiry in the near future.
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We examine the role of maternal gradient on number of developmental paths. When

we model bcd on hb, the unique strongly connected component of the phenotype graph

that matches ΣpRnq, n “ 1, . . . , 8 decomposes (shatters) into several strongly connected

components. The number of nodes in the phenotype graph that could participate in

a matching developmental path decreases to 22% and 65% for CPhGHb
F and CPhGHb

S

respectively. The fact that the StrongEdges network had higher scores across the board

may be the first indication we have that the StrongEdges network is a more robust model

of the gap gene network then the Fullconn network. We will continue this line of inquiry in

future work.

Do different candidate networks give different predictions? Is one network better able to

match the data than others?

Again, the results for this question are preliminary and require more analysis in the

future. However, the observations so far show that both the Fullconn network and the

StrongEdges networks are capable of replicating the data. This is significant because it

shows that the spatial data can be replicated using a single network with different parameters

along the A-P axis, rather than different networks for different regions of the A-P axis. This

observation is our most important result. This matches biological expectation of each cell

having the same network structure, since these cells are very closely related being in their

14th round of the division and therefore it is likely that an identical network operates in

each cell.

Additionally, if we hypothesize that having higher scores (see Section 7) means that the

network better replicates the data, then the StrongEdges network is the better candidate

than the Fullconn network. Since the Fullconn network constructed by Verd et al [9] took

several weak edges from the original gap gene network in Figure 3.3, over suspected stronger

edges, our results indicate that these additions do not make Fullconn network a better model
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for this developmental process.

Future Work

We would like to continue the work we started in this thesis in order to test the

hypothesis we made during the discussion. Does having a higher score (as mentioned in the

subsection 7) imply robustness and therefore a better gap gene network model? To answer

this question, we plan to construct an artificial network by starting with either Fullconn and

StrongEdges and perturb signs, directions and endpoints of edges. We will then analyze such

a network in the same way we did on the Fullconn and StrongEdges, and see how the scores

are affected.

Additionally, we would like to continue our analysis of the StrongEdges and Fullconn

networks. So far, we have required strict phenotypes and maximal monotone paths in the

factor graphs. What effect does relaxing this strictness have on our results? Will we see

more of our coarsened phenotype graphs participating in direct phenotype cluster paths? We

could also impose more strictness on the phenotype pattern and place additional constraints

when the gene expressions transition. Currently, this is represented by ˚. Notice from Figure

4.3, that in the regions where gene expression was labeled ˚, each gene is either increasing or

decreasing. We will also be interested in searching for matching developmental paths that

match the monotonicity of this behavior in each region marked ˚. For example, in region

R2, gt is labeled ˚ in our current phenotype pattern. However, it is transitioning from H in

R1 to L in R3. In the Fullconn network, this is represented by fixed points FP{2, 0, 0, 0},

FP{2, 1, 0, 0} and FP{2, 2, 0, 0}, and we allow all edges in the phenotype graph between

them. In the future we will restrict this by only allowing paths that are decreasing in gt,

i.e., we can only have edges in the phenotype graph from FP{2, 2, 0, 0} to FP{2, 1, 0, 0} to

FP{2, 0, 0, 0}.

We did not model any of the gene self loops from the original gap gene network seen in
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Figure 3.3. We have shown that it is possible to replicate the data without them, however, it

has been shown experimentally that these self loops exists. What is the role of the self-loops

in the network? Would adding the self loops on the genes increase robustness?

There is also more work to be done on implicitly modeling the maternal gradients. So

far we have only been able to implicitly model one gradient at a time. When we modeled the

maternal gradients on both hb and kni at the same time, it shattered the coarsened gradient

(hb and kni) phenotype graphs into so many nodes that we were unable to find a full set of

phenotype cluster paths. Thus, in order to model more than one gradient at a time we will

need to develop a way to estimate the number of phenotype cluster paths. Our current idea

is to do this using an algorithm for estimating the number of linear extensions of a graph.

A different method to numerically estimate the number of paths large graphs is by sampling

paths.

Finally, recall that during time classes T1-T8 for cycle 14A, it has been experimentally

determined that the maternal gradients are maintaining gap gene expression, not driving it.

This was the reason we decided to model their effect implicitly as an effect on parameters,

rather than directly on expression levels of genes. We are curious if we recover the gap gene

expression by first modeling the gradient information on the parameter graph, find paths

that respect monotonicty of the maternal gradients, and then look at the collection of fixed

points at the parameters along these paths. This is the inverse problem of the work we

have done in this thesis. Doing this analysis could help us determine whether the maternal

gradients are sufficient to determine the gap gene expression and thus robustly drive the

developmental program of Drosophila at this stage.
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Figure A.1: Top: StrongEdges network coarsened strict phenotype graph, i.e., the
condensation of the strict phenotype graph where no maternal gradients are implicitly
modeled. Bottom: StrongEdges coarsened (hb) monotone strict phenotype graph, i.e., the
condensation of the strict phenotype graph with bcd modeled on hb. For both graphs,
each node vi has a label (Rn, PI) where Rn is the region such that any pi P sccpviq has
MGpviq P ΣpRnq and PI is the representative index of the strongly connected component
sccpviq. There is a different color for each Rn for emphasis. Notice how modeling bcd on hb
breaks up the strongly connected components of the strict phenotype graph. For example,
R4 (purple) in the coarsened phenotype graph (top) breaks up into six nodes in the coarsened
(hb) monotone strict phenotype graph.
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Figure A.2: Fullconn: Left column is the strict phenotype graph, middle is the monotone (hb)
phenotype graph and right is the monotone (kni) phenotype graph. From top to bottom:
hb (yellow), gt (blue), kr (green) and kni (red). A detailed explanation of the heat map
construction can be found in the text in section 6.
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Figure A.3: StrongEdges: Left column is the strict phenotype graph, middle is the monotone
(hb) phenotype graph and right is the monotone (kni) phenotype graph. From top to bottom:
hb (yellow), gt (blue), kr (green) and kni (red). A detailed explanation of the heat map
construction can be found in the text in section 6.
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